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Based on evolutionary game theory, this paper proposes a new information acquisition mechanism for intelligent mine
construction, which solves the problem of incomplete information acquisition in the construction of new intelligent mining area
and reduces the difficulty of information acquisition, which solves the problem of the imperfect mine information acquisition in
the construction of a new smart mine regions and decreases the difficulty of a mine information acquisition. Based on the
evolutionary game model, the perceptual incentive model based on group is established. The reliability of information collection
is ensured by sharing and modifying the information collector. Through the analysis of the simulation results, it is found that
the regional coverage model based on the cooperation in game theory and evolutionary game theory has a good effect on
solving the bottleneck problem of the current intelligent mining area. This paper has an enlightening effect on the optimization
of the mine information acquisition system. Through the improvement of the mine information acquisition system, the working
efficiency of the information acquisition terminal can be effectively increased by 6%.

1. Introduction

Most of the mining companies in the world are traditional
mining companies. They use the traditional mining informa-
tion acquisition mechanism and the daily inspection infor-
mation of the skilled workers as the daily operation
indicators of the mine. However, the traditional production
management method is often lack of the scientificalness
and the intelligence, which leads to the low level of informa-
tion and intelligence in mining regions.

The practical experience-oriented production leads to the
increased uncertainty and the increased risks in the produc-
tion process. This adversely affects the life safety of miners
in the long-term underground work environment. In the
actual management practice, there is no unified planning
and management mechanism. Many workers are unable to
use information collection equipment and are reluctant to
collect information in the higher risk region. This directly
leads to the incomplete information acquisition [1].

Meanwhile, the measurement error and the insufficient
information coverage make it impossible to conduct the sta-

ble measures in a high-risk region. This implies the danger of
the safety construction of the mining region. In addition, the
knowledge level of workers in the traditional mining industry
is relatively lower, and the level of informatization is differ-
ent, and the learning ability of the equipment is not satisfied.
In the actual information acquisition process, a lot of inaccu-
rate information will be collected.

In addition, the corporate culture of the traditionally
heavy industry company leads to the vicious competition
among information collectors and the poor degree of infor-
mation fusion. This leads to poor integration of information
between regions.

In view of the above problems, in the actual situation of
the existing enterprises, this paper tries to solve the problem
that the enthusiasm of the staff to collect information is not
high, and this is the basis of the intelligence and controllabil-
ity of information. Combining the traditional incentive
model with the game theory model, an improved incentive
mechanism for encouraging employee to collect and share
information in high-risk region through differentiated
monetary rewards within a limited budget [2, 3]. Using this
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mechanism, the coverage of information collection region is
maximized and the information errors caused by human fac-
tors are decreased. So, the system scheme of this paper is
shown in Figure 1.

The chapters of this paper are as follows: the second part
is literature review. The third part is the regional maximiza-
tion incentive model. The fourth part is the evolutionary
game incentive model. Finally, the fifth part is the conclusion.

2. Related Work

There are many researches on information acquisition mech-
anism based on evolutionary game theory.

Wang et al. (2020) used word-of-mouth crowdsourcing
to design game theory algorithms to analyze the interactions
between mobile contributors [4]. Based on the Stackelberg
game, the behavior of the contributor is analyzed and the
optimal strategy is found for the contributor. Two different
modes of crowd-sourced task publishing are considered.
One-time parallel publishing and multitime sequential pub-
lishing form two different market scenarios. Then, for these
two cases, stage and multistage contributor game models
are established, respectively. The inverse induction method
is used to analyze each game, and the optimal strategy of
the game is transformed into an optimization problem.
Lagrange Multiplier and Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT)
methods are used to solve the optimization problem. Theo-
retically, the existence and uniqueness of Stackelberg equilib-
rium are proved.

Zeng et al. (2021) used the reputation incentive mecha-
nism of the service cache and game theory analysis to per-
form edge calculations on the software-defined vehicles [5].
Contributions are measured by introducing reputation as
the basis for each vehicle to provide a different quality of ser-
vice. An incentive mechanism was designed using Stackel-
berg game modeling, and the optimal strategies of both
sides of the game were analyzed by backward induction. In
addition, the existence and uniqueness of the two-stage
Stackelberg equilibrium is proved, and a genetic optimization
algorithm is designed to quickly obtain the optimal strategy
of both players in the game.

Shu et al. (2015) presented research on the extraction of
integrated sensor ontology with global and local alignment
[6]. He proposed to strengthen the communication mode
between sensor networks in the Internet of Things and estab-
lish the semantic connection between sensor ontologies,
which is essential in the communication field.

This study strengthens the communication mode
between sensor networks in the Internet of Things and estab-
lishes semantic connection between sensor ontologies, which
is essential in the communication field.

The research work of the initial incentive mechanism
mainly focuses on the participatory perception system, some
of whose research work is to improve the entertainment of
the task. It is hoped that the participants can actively improve
the sensory information by participating in the game. In the
group-aware computing system, however, the most tasks
are more urgent, and the more direct material rewards have
a more positive effect on the employee’s willingness to partic-

ipate. Musthag and Ganesan (2013) used monetary incen-
tives as the main means to stimulate information collectors
[7]. For the monetary incentive, the currently main
researches are divided into the static monetary incentives
and the dynamic monetary incentives [8, 9]. The main differ-
ence is the variability of the incentive amounts and the
adjustable basis for the currently specific situation.

2.1. Static Monetary Incentive Research. In the static mone-
tary incentives, the number of rewards is predetermined
according to some criteria, and the amount is the same
throughout the perception process. Reddy et al. (2010) found
that the amount of payment directly affected the employee’s
participation and the information accuracy through adjust-
ing the incentive amount high, medium, and low [10].
Musthag and Ganesan (2013) considered the employee’s psy-
chological factors and hides a part of the reward amount. The
number of rewards can be known only after the task is com-
pleted. This method can effectively invoke the employee’s
expectation to the reward amount and increase the enthusi-
asm of the employee. However, the method did not consider
the individual deviation caused by the employee’s own per-
sonal factors, and the detailed setting of the variables has
not been described in detail. Then, the method cannot
achieve a good regression in the more specific case.

2.2. Dynamic Monetary Incentive Research. Dynamic mone-
tary incentives set a variable budget for each task, and the
budget depends on the real-time conditions. Lee and Hoh
(2010) showed that the problem with fixed pricing is to deter-
mine the right amount for each task, because from an eco-
nomic point of view, high prices lead to an unworkable
strategy, and low prices discourage employee participation
[11]. Singla and Krause (2013) used an online learning mech-
anism that minimizes regret [12]. Luo and Liu (2014) pro-
posed that the task publisher can select a winner from all
the participants after the task is completed or after a certain
time [13]. Zhang et al. (2015) expands to a Nash bargaining
game model for the multiparticipant scenarios that is per-
ceived by the mobile group intelligence [14]. However, there
is no reasonable explanation for the specific evaluation
method of the game model with the multiple participants
and the model evaluation deviation caused by individual dif-
ferences in the model evaluation.

Adeel et al. (2014) used the virtual markets in a mobile
sensing environment where the profit of information trans-
actions is between the sender and the receiver’s sales price
[15]. Singla and Krause (2015) proposed an equilibrium
method based on the reverse auction theory. The final price
would stabilize in an interval, and the final incentive would
be stabilized [16]. However, this method is limited to specific
scenarios.

For a wide region of scenarios and multiparticipant bal-
ance research, there is no deep discussion. The proposed bal-
ance has certain limitations. Shaw et al. (2011) and Yan et al.
(2010) explored crowdsourcing as a recruiting mechanism
[17, 18]. Tham and Luo (2014) proposed a strategy that mea-
sured the quality of information and the amount of time
series information and motivated participants to continue
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to participate and provide high quality information [19].
Balkanski and Hartline (2016) used Bayesian mechanism to
implement the approximately optimal mechanism for
achieving budget balance in a pricing incentive system [20].
Nan et al. (2014) presented a cross-space, multi-interaction-
based dynamic incentive mechanism [21]. Singla and Krause
(2013) presented an incentive mechanism based on the con-
nection between reverse auctions and the multiarm bandit
problem [22]. Denzis et al. (2005) used techniques from eco-
nomics and psychology to address the problem of compen-
sating people to get and use the relative information [23].
Feng et al. (2014) proposed an incentive mechanism that
selects a representative subset of the participants with a con-
strained budget [24].

The current researches are mainly based on the theoreti-
cal models through setting simulation conditions and con-
ducting experiments in an environment. This paper
proposes the practical and feasible improvement scheme
and focuses on the information acquisition incentive mecha-
nism model. Furthermore, the game theory model is also
used. In addition, the actual coal mining management is
taken as the application example.

3. Region Maximization Incentive Mechanism

3.1. Reverse Auction Competing of the Evolution Game
Theory. The information acquisition model collects informa-
tion through the mobile employees with sensing and com-
puting devices. The employee expenses a certain amount of
personal costs in the process of participating in the informa-
tion perception. Then, the knowledge gained and some
equipment may be lost. In order to ensure the employee’s
participation in the process of information collection, it is
necessary to establish a certain incentive mechanism, so that
employees can get more returns and maximize the utility
while paying the cost [25]. As a special game form in game
theory, the auction model is often used to model the process

of information collection in group perception [26]. Using the
auction model, each employee has a price tag based on the
cost of the information collection process. The information
collection center acts as a buyer and purchases the informa-
tion collected by the employee. For the information center,
it aims at information buying with the lowest price and the
maximum utility. For the employee, the collected informa-
tion is sold at the highest price, that is, the payments are con-
sidered to maximize the utility.

Since the auction model is a low-cost transaction, the cost
of purchasing the perceived information can be reduced. But
at the same time, the employee exit, the incentive cost
explodes, and the information quality need to be considered
due to the auction failure. Therefore, the monetary incentives
are a common method of returning employees [27].

For the price selection, this paper assumes that the infor-
mation center selects the lowest price in the same type of
information and rejects other quotations. In information
selection, this section only considers the coverage of the
information, that is, whether the current information over-
laps with the existing information coverage region. The
region coverage maximization incentive mechanism based
on reverse auction is used for the region coverage and
employee participation in group perception [28]. Consider-
ing the actual scenario, the employee’s price tag is combined
with the employee’s perceived cost.

Under the limited budget of the platform service pro-
vider, the incentive mechanism aiming at the region coverage
maximization algorithm is proposed, which reduces the pos-
sibility of overlapping the employee’s perceived region of
platform selection. At the same time, this method keeps
employees involved, increases the perceived region of the
selected employees of the platform, and collects more com-
prehensive sensory information to improve the perceived
service quality. The reverse auction is the standard require-
ment of the information acquisition center, and it is a revolu-
tionary and epoch-making technology [29]. The employee
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Figure 1: System scheme.
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conducts the interactive real-time bidding through a dedi-
cated network platform during the effective time. The bid at
the end of the auction is the final quotation of each employee.
The supply strength is given to a comprehensive evaluation,
so that one or several of the most competitive employee are
selected as the information collector.

3.2. Parameter Settings of the Reverse Auction Competing. In a
fixed region where information collection is required, the
group sensing system consists of information collection
employees and information collection platforms [30]. In the
initial state, N employees are randomly distributed in the
specified region.

Assume that wi represents the employee i. If each
employee can perceive the same region, that is, the informa-
tion amount is fixed for each employee to collect. With a
radius of r, the circle represents the employee’s perceived
region. Then, the sensing region si of the employee i can be
expressed as shown in Equation (1).

si = πr2 i = 1, 2, 3,⋯,Nð Þ: ð1Þ

The employee setW = fw1,w2,w3 ⋯wng is taken as the
final information collection result. The information collec-
tion platform publishes information collection tasks based
on the current production requirements and selects
employee and purchases information from a centralized set
of employees with a budget.

The reverse auction method is used to simulate the pro-
cess of sensory information collection. The employee com-
petes as a bidder in the reverse auction to sell the
information. The service platform of the sole auctioneer
selects the employee to purchase information from the opti-
mal participating employee wi in a certain standard. Then,
the service platform notifies other unsuccessful employees
to win or lose the result of this round of auction, and the win-
ner obtains the price. As the income, the participating
employee judges the next round state. If the employee exits,
the service platform informs the exiting employee of the
maximum price of the auction, and the exiting employee
judges whether the next round of auction returns.

In the process of information auction, each employee has
an initial bid price ai and the cost ci for acquiring information
according to the individual situation.

This paper defines the employee participation cost as the
sum of completing the information sensing and sending the
sensory information. Because all employees have the same
perceived region, the difference among the cost of participa-
tors is the difference in the transmission cost. If the commu-
nication fee for the employee to send the information is
borne by the platform, the employee participation cost is
mainly the power consumed. Referring to the path loss index
in different environments, the propagation loss of the chan-
nel in the urban environment is proportional to the fourth
power of the distance. The employee participation cost ci is
defined by Equation (2).

ci = αd4i i = 1,⋯,Nð Þ, ð2Þ

where α represents the price per unit distance and di repre-
sents the distance between the employee and the base station.

The information center publishes the information
requirement with a low price. This may result in overlapping
of the perceived region, that is, the information reported by
the adjacent employees is the same, and the service platform
wastes funds on the budget. On the other hand, the partial
region information cannot be obtained, which reduces the
coverage of the perceived information.

The regional coverage maximization algorithm can solve
the above problem [31]. The goal is to make the selected
employee’s perception regions not overlap each other if the
budget L is fixed.

If the employee w1 be selected in the employee set W,
define the number of employees who are aware of the scope
of all employees in the participating employee ui. The
selected employee setw1 as the overlapping region of the par-
ticipating employees ui. The employee-aware region overlap
degree cddi is given by Equation (3).

cddi =
cddi + 1, If d ui, uj

� �
< 2r,

0, Otherwise,

(
ð3Þ

where dðui, ujÞ represents the distance between two
employee centers, ui ⊆W, uj ⊆W1.

The specific process is as follows:

(1) LetW = fu1, u2,⋯uNg, W1 =⌀, loop counter m = 0
(2) The employee with the lowest price from the partici-

pating employees and W is selected as the winning
employee in the selected employee set w1

(3) Select an employee with the employee-aware region
overlap degree cddi =m and the lowest price in the
selected employee set w1from the remaining set w \
w1into the selected employee set w1, and subtract
the employee from the budget L price

(4) Determine whether the budget L is exhausted. If there
is still a budget, go to step (5); if the budget is
exhausted, output the selected employee set w1 and
end the algorithm

(5) Judging the set w \w1, there is still employee overlap
with the perceived region of the employee in w1, cd
di =m; if there is still, then carry out step (3) and step
(4). If not,m =m + 1, and return to step (3), until the
budget L is exhausted or the participating employees
W are all selected. The selected employee set w1 is
obtained and the algorithm ends

When the platform selects the employee to end, all the
employees in the winning employee set w1 sell the sensory
information set to the platform and obtain the price as the
revenue. The failed employee is not selected by the platform
in this round of auction, and the profit is zero. Participating
in the total revenue earned by the employee statistics partic-
ipating in the auction, when the total revenue is lower than
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the employee participation cost, the employee chooses to exit
the next round of auction.

Since the participation cost ci of the employee in the sce-
nario is directly related to the distance di between the
employee and the base station, the profit rate Gr

i is defined.
The profit rate Gr

i of the participating employee ui at the r
round auction is given by Equation (4).

Gr
i =

eri
pi′ci

, ð4Þ

where eri identifies the total revenue obtained by the
employee ui from the first round to the r round auction. If
the employee ui wins in the r round, then eri = er−1i + br1,
where br1 indicates the bid of the employee ui in the rth
round. If the employee ui fails in the rth round, eri = er−1i .
Indicating the total number of participations of the employee
ui from the first round to the r round auction, ci represents
the participation cost of the employee. pri ci represents the
total cost value of the employee ui from the first round to
the r round. For each round of auction, each employee partic-
ipates in the employee to calculate the rate of return. If the
employee’s Gr

i is higher than a certain threshold, it means
that the employee is still participating in the next round of
auction, and the bid price is appropriately adjusted. If it is
below a certain threshold, then the next round of this
employee exits.

For the exiting employee uk, the platform informs the r
round maximum transaction price φr . The employee calcu-
lates its budget period yield EGr+1

k in the r + 1th round. The
EGr+1

k is given by Equation (5).

EGr+1
k = erk + φr

pk′ + 1
� �

ck
: ð5Þ

The incentive mechanism is mainly composed of plat-
form selection and employee judgment. The platform selec-
tion criterion based on the regional coverage maximization
algorithm guarantees the regional coverage rate, and the
employee judgment guarantees the employee participation
in group perception. The employee first calculates the partic-
ipation cost based on the distance of the base station, then
sets the initial price in the auction according to the participa-
tion cost and participates in the auction. According to the
regional coverage, the service platform acts as the auctioneer
in the case of a fixed budget. The algorithm selects the
employee to purchase the sensory information. Participating
employees judge whether to continue to participate in the
auction according to the rate of return. For the exiting
employee, the platform will inform the maximum price in
the second round of auction, and the exiting employee calcu-
lates the expected rate of return to determine whether to
return to the auction.

3.3. Simulation Result Analysis. In a fixed region where infor-
mation collection is required, the group sensing system con-
sists of information collection employees and information

collection platforms. In the initial state, N employees are ran-
domly distributed in the specified region, and wi is used to
represent employee i. If each employee can perceive the same
region, the amount of information that each employee can
measure is certain. With a radius of r, the circle represents
the employee’s perceived region. Then, the sensing region
of the employee i can be given by Equation (6).

si = πr2 i = 1, 2, 3,⋯,Nð Þ: ð6Þ

For example, the number of participating employees
N = 200, budget L = 4000, and employee perceived radius
r = 16. In the iterative process, the participating employees
judge whether to participate in the next round of auction
and adjust the price according to the rate of return after
each auction.

As a result, the uncertainty of the employee’s decision for
the next round leads to the volatility and system of the partic-
ipating employees’ quotations. By exiting the employee to
calculate the expected rate of return to determine whether
to return, it is possible to ensure that the number of partici-
pants in the system is maximized. Therefore, the average
incentive price of the selected employee converges after a cer-
tain number of auction iterations, and the employee price is
finally stable, that is, the currently selected region. The rela-
tionship between iteration number and price relationship is
shown in Figure 2.

As the platform chooses as much as possible, the sensing
region does not overlap. The employee distribution diagram
is shown in Figure 3.

As the perceived radius r increases, the degree of over-
lap of the employee’s perceived region is higher. In the
case of L fixed, the criterion for the platform to select
employees is to select unselected employees with the
selected employee’s perceived region. If the perceived
radius r of the employee is small, the employee perception
region hardly overlaps or the degree of overlap is low.
Since the employee participation cost is related to the dis-
tance from the base station, the employee price around the
base station is low, and the service platform selects the
employee around the base station to cause the purchase
under a fixed budget. If the perceived radius r of the
employee is large, the employee’s perceived region overlaps
a lot. In order to avoid overlapping of the selected
employee’s perceived region, the selected employees are
dispersed in the target region, so the number of employees
purchased under the same budget is small.

When the employee’s perceived radius is the same, the
greater the L, the larger the number of employees that can
be purchased under different budgets L. The relationship
between budget and selected employee is shown in Figure 4.

Analysis shows that the larger the budget of the service
platform, the more employees choose to purchase. The ser-
vice platform can purchase the perceptual information of
all participating employees when the budget is large enough.
Therefore, regardless of the employee radius r, the number of
selected employees is equal to the number of participating
employees when the budget is large enough. When the
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perceived radius r is small, the employee’s perceived region
hardly overlaps or the degree of overlap is low. Since the price
of the employee around the base station is low, the service
platform starts to select from the employees around the base
station. As a result, the number of employees purchased
under the fixed budget is large. The relationship between
employee perception radius and the number of employees
is shown in Figure 5.

4. Evolutionary Game Incentive Model

4.1. Game Strategy and Revenue Matrix. In the perception
system, when only participant B selects the shared informa-

tion, participant A obtains the perceptual information of par-
ticipant B. Therefore, participant A obtains more accurate
perceptual information through information processing and
receives more rewards from the platform. For participant B,
sharing information does not make it more rewarding. B’s
strategy in the next round of evolutionary games is uncertain,
which may affect the enthusiasm of B cooperation [32]. In
order to encourage participants to cooperate in the game
and promote information exchange, it is necessary to set
reward and punishment measures in the game model. This
paper introduces the cooperation rate as an incentive pen-
alty factor to promote the cooperation of participants
[33]. According to the cooperation rate, the participant’s
game cost can be dynamically adjusted. The participant
with high cooperation rate will reduce the game cost, which
is a reward for the cooperation of the participants. On the
contrary, participants with low cooperation rates will
increase the cost of the game, which is also to increase the
cooperation rate through punishment. Assuming that the
evolutionary game of w round has been experienced in
the recent time period, the cooperation rate of each round
of participants can be expressed as fx1, x2, x3,⋯xwg, then
the cooperation rate of the most recent period is given by
Equation (7).

z = 1
w
〠
∞

k=1
xky kð Þ, ð7Þ

where yðkÞ ∈ ½0, 1� is the attenuation function, so the adjust-
ment coefficient β of the game cost t can be expressed by
Equation (8).

β = 1 + η − z, ð8Þ

where 0 < η < 1. When the cooperation rate is 1, the game
cost βt = ηt; when the cooperation rate is 0, the game cost
is βt = ηt currently. In the actual scenario, the company’s
budget is not unlimited. The participant’s return is the
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amount paid by the information platform to the participant,
that is, the total expenditure of the service platform is the
total return sum of all participants. Define α to adjust the
income s + Δs to control the amount of payment. The income
adjustment coefficient α can be expressed by Equation (9).

α = 1 +
uth − utotalj

uth
, ð9Þ

where uth is the platform budget, utotalj is the total expenditure
of the platform after the j-round game.

The main idea of the evolutionary game is “survival of the
fittest,” that is, it should encourage behaviors that promote
the evolution of the system and impose penalties on behav-
iors that hinder the evolution of the system. Define the
employee’s revenue as the fitness in the evolution, continu-
ously generate high-yield employees, and eliminate low-
yield employees. After a round of evolutionary game, each
participant calculates its income. If the return is higher than
the average of employee’s return, the system will increase its
number of games in the next round of evolution. On the con-
trary, if the employee’s return is lower than the average of
employee’s return, the number of games will be reduced in
the next round of games. Let f i,j+1 denote the number of
players in the j + 1 round, then the equation of f i,j+1 is given
by Equation (10).

f i,j+1 = f i,j + f i,j
ui,j − �uj

ui,j
, ð10Þ

where f i,j represents the number of games in the jth round of
the participants, ui,j represents the participant’s return in j
round, ̄ �uj = umi

j /mj is the jth round average revenue of the
employee, and mj represents the number of participants in
the jth round. In order to survive, participants in different
strategies constantly adapt to the environment during the
evolutionary game, and each participant updates their strat-
egy with a certain probability. Copy rules, also known as pro-
portional imitation rules, mean that when a round of
evolutionary games ends, participants randomly imitate
another participant with a certain probability. The partici-
pant update policy rule is defined by Equation (11).

P πA ⟶ πBð Þ =
δ, un > uA,
0, un ≤ uA,

(
ð11Þ

where πA and πB represent the strategies of participants A
and B, uA and uB represent the returns of participants A
and B, and δ is the probability coefficient. The above formula
indicates that when the benefit of B is greater than the return
of A, the probability of adopting B’s strategy is an update of
its own strategy.

Assuming that the total number of participants in the
system is m, each participant has two game strategy choices,
shared or not shared. uth represents the budget set by the ser-
vice platform. The median income s + Δs and the game cost t
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of the initial return matrix are all positive integers. The initial
cooperation rate of each participant is 0.5, and the initial num-
ber of games is f . Each participant performs f -games with
other m-1 participants, respectively. This process is called a
round of evolution. After a round of game, calculate the
income of each participant, so that the income of i participants
in the jth game is sji , the cost is t ji , then the total return is

utotali,j = sji − t ji . The total employee income is utotalj =∑m
i=1u

total
i,j ,

and the average return is �uj = ð1/mÞ∑m
i=1u

total
i,j . Then, adjust α

and β, update the return matrix s + Δs and t, and calculate
the number of times each participant plays in the next round.
If it is 0, exit the game until the system reaches stability.

4.2. Simulation Result Analysis. This paper first analyzes the
stability of the system and simulates the iterative curve of
the total revenue of the system steady state under the uth =
3:0 × 108 and uth = 1:5 × 108, respectively. The algorithm
uses α to adjust the income to achieve control over the budget

amount. As shown in the simulation results, the total revenue
of the employee does not exceed the total budget of the plat-
form. Adjusting the parameter α > 1, the next round of s + Δ
s⟶ αðs + ΔsÞ will increase with the number of iterations.
In the early stage of the game, the employee’s income
increases. When α < 1, the employee’s income can be reduced.

By constantly adjusting the parameters, the employee can
get the maximum benefit within the budget and finally stabi-
lize at a fixed value. At the moment, the system is stable, and
the employee income can be recorded as a stable income. The
system stability is shown in Figure 6.

Under the budget of uth = 3:0 × 108 and uth = 1:5 × 108,
the relationship between the cooperation rate and the num-
ber of participants in the steady state is discussed in this
paper. When the number of participants in the system
increases, the budget of the platform is fixed. The competi-
tion among participants increases with the increase of people,
resulting in a significant decline in the cooperation rate.

Relationship between cooperation rate and number of
participants in steady state of the system is shown in Figure 7.

In the case of a fixed number of participants, the increase
in budget promotes cooperation among participants, so the
cooperation rate increases with the budget when the system
reaches stability. By introducing a reward factor, as the num-
ber of participants increases, the number of reputation par-
ticipants in steady state also increases, which is indicating
that the system is efficient. By encouraging more participants
to join the information sharing, employee engagement can
effectively increase.

Under the budget of uth = 3:0 × 108 and uth = 1:5 × 108,
the relationship between remaining participants and number
of participants in steady state of the system is shown in
Figure 8.

Finally, in the condition of the system reaching a steady
state, the relationship between the cooperation rate and the
budget is simulated. It can be seen from the simulation
results that the increase of the budget promotes the coopera-
tion between the participants, so the cooperation rate
becomes larger as the budget increases. The relationship
between cooperation rate and the budget in system steady
state is shown in Figure 9.

In the case of a fixed budget, the greater the number of
participants, the more intense the competition between
them. Therefore, the cooperation rate under steady state is
reduced. In the process of evolutionary game, the fitness is
the employee’s benefit. The participants in the group contin-
uously improve their strategies and learn from the high-yield
partners. Therefore, when the system reaches a stable state,
the number of employees who choose to cooperate will
increase a lot. The total employee income is maximized
within the budget, which increases the total revenue of the
employee compared to the perception of noncooperation.

When the number of participants is m = 2000 and m =
5000, the income change after the introduction of the coop-
eration mechanism is shown in Figure 10.

Considering the limited number of employees and possi-
ble experimental deviations, this paper conducted a relevant
robustness test at the end of the experiment, trying to pass
multiple and diverse parameters. This model simulation
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eliminates the deviation of experimental results caused by a
single parameter change. Therefore, this paper will run a sim-
ulation in a linearly increasing of the employees’ number,
iterations, and the budget.

By changing the employees’ and iterations’ number,
increasing the budget accordingly, the effectiveness of model
simulation can be effectively improved. Therefore, based on
the simulation effort model proposed in this paper, it can
be found that budget control and employee number control
are both important parameters for completing game equilib-
rium. By effectively improving the incentive budget and the
number of participating employees in actual production,
the incentive model is guaranteed to achieve maximum util-
ity. Multivariate simulation results are shown in Figure 11.

Based on the above analysis results, the proposed algo-
rithm effectively improves the incentive mode. Compared
with traditional year-end result incentives, competitive
incentives enable first-line miners to achieve good competi-
tion and cooperation in their daily work and increase the
enthusiasm of employees. Therefore, the incentive algorithm
proposed in this paper is feasible and consistent with the
actual situation, which can better promote the work effi-
ciency of employees and the reform of corporate strategic
management.

5. Conclusions

The experimental results show that after the introduction of
incentive mechanism, the budget required by the enterprise
is 6% lower than that of the traditional enterprise, the coop-
erative relationship between employees is more stable, and
the enthusiasm of employees will be further improved.
Therefore, multiple conclusions can be drawn.

(1) Company can maximize the scope of information
collection by effectively establishing incentives.
Under a limited budget, aiming at maximizing
regional coverage, the reverse auction principle is
used to motivate information collectors collecting
information from remote regions

(2) Through the evolutionary game model, this paper
introduces the concept of reward factor by simulating
the cooperative game behavior and strategy update
behavior of workers in the collection process. This
method encourages all information collectors sharing
information by providing additional subsidies to
information sharers and solves problem of inaccurate
information collection

(3) Considering that the algorithm proposed in this
paper is costly in practice, this paper carries out fur-
ther feasibility tests. By selecting the information of
the same type of mining enterprises, it is found that
the management reform can effectively promote the
progress of production scale. Therefore, it can be
inferred that the management reform proposed in
this paper is reasonable in practice and effective at
solving the current production problems caused by
improper management

The future development of information acquisition
incentive mechanism in intelligent mine construction mainly
includes two aspects: the first is the theoretical system, which
further innovates the existing theories and expands the scope
of application of theories. Second, the application of the
incentive mechanism, to further improve the technology
needed in the incentive mechanism, the incentive mecha-
nism will be better applied in practice, become an important
link in the construction of intelligent mines.
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Smartphone users spend a substantial amount of time in browsing, emailing, and messaging through different social networking
apps. The use of social networking apps on smartphones has become a dominating part of daily lives. This momentous usage
has also resulted in a huge spike in cybercrimes such as social harassing, abusive messages, vicious threats, broadcasting of
suicidal actions, and live coverage of violent attacks. Many of such crimes are carried out through social networking apps;
therefore, the forensic analysis of allegedly involved digital devices in crime scenes and social apps installed on them can be
helpful in resolving criminal investigations. This research is aimed at performing forensic investigation of five social networking
apps, i.e., Instagram, LINE, Whisper, WeChat, and Wickr on Android smart phones. The essential motivation behind the
examination and tests is to find whether the data resides within the internal storage of the device or not after using these social
networking apps. Data extraction and analysis are carried out using three tools, i.e., Magnet AXIOM, XRY, and Autopsy. From
the results of these experiments, a considerable amount of essential data was successfully extracted from the examined
smartphone. This useful data can easily be recovered by forensic analysts for future examination of any crime situation. Finally,
we analyzed the tools on the basis of their ability to extract digital evidences from the device and their performance are
examined with respect to NIST standards.

1. Introduction

Smartphones have gone through a progressive advancement
over the last two decades. From being a prized possession,
they have become an outright need as they are used for a
lot more than just calls and messages. Smartphones enable
users to enjoy a comfortable internet experience by browsing,
emailing, and staying connected through different social
media apps. The use of social media apps has witnessed a
momentous surge, and they are being used by people of all
age groups, by businesses, academia, media, hacktivists, law
enforcement agencies (LEAs), and even terrorist organiza-
tions for a wide variety of purposes [1]. During the last 12
months, the use of social media has continuously increased
by 1 million every day [2]. According to the Digital 2020

Global Overview, the usage of social media has increased by
12 percent from 2019 and 99 percent of that surge was due
to smartphone apps [2].

For most teenagers, the most popular usage of mobile
phone is socializing. These online interactions are mostly pro-
ductive; however, the online interactions have resulted in
increased number of bullying, threatening, and humiliating
others as well [3]. It is estimated that 73% of students feel that
they have been harassed in their lives and 44% say they have
been harassed during the last 30 days [4]. Easy access to social
media platforms opens a door for a new type of bullying.

Social networking apps (SNAs) allow users to create a
profile, upload personal information such as pictures, videos,
and location, and share that information through private
messaging or public posts. This phenomenon gives criminals
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an open opportunity to influence the user’s personal infor-
mation thus giving rise to cybercrimes via SNAs [5]. These
apps can also be exploited for cyber bullying, stalking, sexual
harassment, and insults [6, 7]. Since all information about
user activities is stored within the phone’s internal memory,
these smartphones have become an important source of evi-
dence and artifacts during crime investigations linked to
these SNAs. These gathered artifacts enable users and
investigators to find out the PII (personally identifiable
information) [8] that is stored in the device and is useful to
be presented in the court of law.

The increase in cybercrimes using smartphones and
SNAs [9] has created an opportunity to use forensic tools
and techniques to investigate these criminal activities. The
forensic analyst requires an up-to-date understanding of
what kind of artifacts can possibly be recovered so that they
can be presented in the court of law. Moreover, the increased
demand for more and more advanced smartphones has cre-
ated fierce competition among equipment manufacturers.
New smartphones are continuously launched in the market
that has resulted in a frequent change of mobile phones by
users based on factors such as better OS, file structure, data
storage, user experience, and many more [10]. Therefore,
forensic examiners are struggling to keep up with new proce-
dures and tools.

Many studies have been conducted on Facebook and
WhatsApp forensic and other well-renowned apps as men-
tioned in literature, so there is a need for forensics analysis
of other social media apps (Instagram, LINE, WeChat, Whis-
per, and Wickr) which are getting popular these days. With
expanded use of smartphones for social networking as
highlighted in Figure 1, a lot of knowledge on forensic arti-
facts depicting user behaviour is generated through these
social networking apps [2] which are stored within the
phones. Several situations involving significant accidents
might occur that may end up in the court. Forensic investiga-
tors can use those activities as evidence in investigating such
incidents.

Keeping this scenario in mind, we have focused on
inspecting the phone forensically and looking for the artifacts
generated and stored in different locations in the phone, via
the forensic tools. Such artifact findings are capable of tying
the perpetrator to the incident; thus, forensic examination

of these apps can provide a ready reckoner to the digital
forensic investigator of Android phone analysis.

Thus, focusing on this requirement, our research aims at
performing the following actions:

(i) Identification, extraction, and analysis of the arti-
facts recovered from the popular social networking
apps on an Android smartphone in a way that can
be presented in the court of law

(ii) Analysis of each app using three different tools, i.e.,
Magnet AXIOM, Autopsy, and XRY

(iii) Presentation of the analysis of the tools to showcase
their ability to extract digital evidences from the
device and their performance is examined with
respect to NIST standards

We have used three forensic tools to perform experi-
ments on five popular social media apps including Instagram
[11], LINE [12], Whisper [13], WeChat [14], andWickr [15].
Data from these apps is acquired and analyzed during three
stages (before data deletion, after data deletion, and after
app uninstall) using Magnet AXIOM [16], Autopsy [17],
and XRY [18]. Furthermore, we have also categorized the
tools on the basis of total artifacts recovered and NIST
standards on smartphone extraction tools [19]. We have
also devised some additional parameters that can be used
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Figure 1: Statistics of the usage of the Internet and social media.
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Figure 2: NIST forensic analysis process.
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Table 1: Literature study of forensic investigation on mobile applications.

App Platform used Artifacts Remarks

Snapchat [34] iOS and Android
IOS images and videos are

fully detected. Android images
and videos not fully detected

No correlation found between _le
on XML record and recovered video.

Wickr [35] Android No artifacts found
After analyzing app on rooted
and nonrooted devices, Wickr

was proved as an antiforensic app

WhatsApp, Viber [36]
Froyover 2.2, GingerBread

v2.3.x, and
IceCreamSandwich v4.0.x

WhatsApp: message, timestamps,
and names of files sent and received.

Viber: no file found through
the analyzer

Research does not focus on the
artifact discovery when data

was deleted

WhatsApp [37] Android
Phone numbers, messages,
media files, contact cards,

and profile pictures

They successfully developed a tool
to acquire data from phone

20 applications [38] Android v4.4.2, iOS 7.1.2
Snapchat, Tinder, Wickr,

and BBM: data not recovered
Main focus was on the network

traffic analysis

ChatSecure [39] Android
Recovered messages, video,

and audio that have been shared.
No deleted data recovered

Artifact extraction done only
from the volatile memory.

An algorithm was designed to
decrypt the encrypted chat

secure database

Kik Messenger [40] Android v4.4,5.0
Chat messages (send/received),
contacts, and media that have
been exchanged are recovered

Device backup was created
through the logical acquisition

Instagram [41] iPhone 6s (iOS 10.3.0)
User information, activity

history, and application settings
recovered from the iPhone backup file

Backup created through logical acquisition.
Only the file folder was considered

for the artifacts

WhatsApp [42] Android v5.0.1
Text messages, images, video,
and documents recovered

Calculate and compare the Belkasoft
Evidence (trial version) and WhatsApp
Key/DB Extractor tools on the basis of
artifacts recovered from WhatsApp

Telegram [43–45] Android, Windows

Android gives messages and
cache info after exploring

databases. App package was not
recovered in Windows phone

Analysis was done on 5 scenarios
that were divided into 17 smaller
scenarios but these scenarios
were not discussed properly.
Reference [44] did not analyze

the whole _le system (part analysis
has been done). Reference [45] claimed
that commercial tools like Internet

Evidence Finder, UFED Physical Analyzer,
and Oxygen Forensic Analysis did not
have the capability to acquire artifacts

from Telegram Messenger for the Windows
phone but did not discuss the clear

experimental evidence

KaKaoTalk [44, 46] Android
Kakao encrypted database was

decrypted to gain access to messages
and contact information

Reference [41] discussed the security
measures against password guessing

attack to protect the encrypted databases.
Reference [44] did not analyze the
whole file system (part analysis has

been done)

Instagram and Path [47] iPhone 5s

Followers, hashtags, and some
account information recovered

from Instagram. Path did not disclose
any important data of user activities

Discussed and proved the importance
of write blocker while acquiring

data from a device

Cubby, IDrive [48] Android v5

Recovered register id and password,
timestamps, uploaded files with timestamps,

and downloaded files
with timestamps and recovered

encryption technique

Some locations were identified that
were vulnerable to attacks
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for forensic analysis. The artifacts suggested by our study
can be helpful in forensic investigation of cybercrimes on
SNAs.

The rest of the paper is organized in 6 sections. Section 1
presents the preliminary concepts and definitions used in this
paper. Section 2 presents the literature related to mobile app
forensics on different operating systems (OSs). In Section 3,
the methodology of the research is explained. Section 4
covers the artifacts recovered from all five apps using Magnet
AXIOM, Autopsy, and XRY. Section 5 discusses the results
gathered from three tools and evaluates the tools according
to total artifacts recovered, NIST parameters [19, 20], and
additional parameters derived during this research to judge
the tool’s capabilities. Conclusions and future work are pre-
sented in Section 6.

2. Preliminary Concepts

This section presents a brief overview of preliminary con-
cepts that are going to be used/referred throughout this
article.

2.1. Android Operating System. Currently, Android OS is the
most commonly used OS in mobile phones with an 88%
share in the worldwide smartphone industry. It is therefore
essential to explore Android using various methodologies
and methods [21]. For forensic investigators, the folder struc-
ture of an Android phone can be an extremely interesting
region. So, they should understand where the information/e-
vidence can be found. It is therefore helpful to understand the
structure of data storage [22].

A unique Id (Uid) is assigned to each app in Android.
Each app runs in a separate process so as no application
can access the data of other app. A unique app id for a specific
app is stored in the app package. Phone application can store
app data in many ways [23]. Through app forensic analysis,
an investigator can comprehend the usage of the app and find
the user data. App analysis is important because nearly all of
them use typical function, i.e., messages, calls, contacts, and
internet surfing [24]. This data can tell a lot about the user
as to when they were in a specific location or to whom they
have communicated and their future planning, etc.

2.2. Digital Evidence and Forensic Process. In 2006, Carrier
and Spafford [25] defined a digital evidence as the data that
approve or disapprove the hypothesis made about the digital
events. Forensic investigation is done by collecting, preserv-
ing, and analyzing the evidence to present in the court of
law. Mobile phones continuously transmit the data through

wifi, Bluetooth, etc. It is too difficult to preserve data without
altering it so it is important to record and document every
single detail during the whole process.

According to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), the forensic process [26] includes a 4-
step procedure, i.e., preservation, acquisition, analysis, and
presentation. Figure 2 describes the NIST forensic process.

2.2.1. NIST Standards on Smartphone Extraction Tools. NIST
releases some parameters and methods to calculate the per-
formance of forensic tools based on the outcomes of the
assessment plan conducted by NIST. Every assertion creates
at least one experiment comprising of a test convention and
the normal test outcomes. The test convention indicates
point-by-point techniques for setting up the test, executing
the test, and estimating the test outcomes [19]. NIST claims
that in forensic cases, expanding the quantity of cell phones
every year creates problems. Hence, to quantify the capability
of forensic tools available, a method is required. NIST offers
42 parameters and methods based on the results of each test
plan to assess the performance of forensic devices.

The objective of the computer forensic tool testing
(CFTT) venture at the NIST is to build up an approach for
testing forensic tools. This is done by establishing unique
and common rules governing the requirements of the tools.
NIST records the estimation parameters of the forensic tools
on two composed reports entitled “smartphone tool specifi-
cation” [19] and “smartphone tool test assertions and test
plan” [20]. The estimation parameters are partitioned into
two parts: core and optional. Specifications for smartphone
devices are in two parts. Smartphone tool core requirements
([SPT-CR-01] to [SPT-CR-06]) are the requirements that
will be met by all the acquisition tools. Smartphone tool
optional requirements ([SPT-RO-01] to [SPT-RO-15])
require that all tools shall comply with the requirements that
the stated feature or choices that tool offers. Test assertions
are developed using these requirements. Test assertions are
defined as general proclamations of conditions that can be
tested after a test has been carried out.

2.3. Digital Investigation Tools. There are tools that are
designed to acquire and analyze the digital image from the
mobile devices. Competency of the forensic acquisition and
analysis of these tools can differ from one another so it is
important for the analyst to have the knowledge of different
tool expertise levels. The output comparison and verification
between tools can help the examiner to choose the tool he
needs to use for the case. We have used the following three
tools in our analysis.

Table 1: Continued.

App Platform used Artifacts Remarks

Facebook, Twitter,
Myspace [49]

Android, iPhone, and
Blackberry

Recovered some information
from iPhone and Android.

Nothing recovered from Blackberry

Logical backup copies of
three smartphones. No artifacts

from internal memory were discussed

Snapchat [33] Android Unexpired and expired recoverable
Scenario-based discussion. Scenarios
are difficult to implement because

of high cost
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2.3.1. Magnet AXIOM. AXIOM is a complete digital investi-
gation tool developed by Magnet Forensics. It is used to
recover digital evidence from different sources, i.e., com-
puters, smartphones, third-party images, and cloud. This
platform contains two apps to acquire and analyze data.
The AXIOM process is used to acquire and process the data
acquired from the smartphone, and AXIOM Examine per-
forms the examination and analysis over the acquire data.
For the purpose of this research, we have used the fully func-
tional trial version [16].

2.3.2. Autopsy. Autopsy is an open source digital investiga-
tion platform that is commonly used by law enforcement
and forensic examiners to analyze the digital image in order
to get the evidence from it. In this research, we are using
Autopsy as a second analyzing tool to make certain of all
the evidence recovered from the acquired images [17].

2.3.3. XRY. XRY is a digital investigation platform. It is an
instinctive and competent software app that runs on the
Windows OS. It allows an examiner to extract high-quality

Start

Apps downloaded and
installed Scenario

building
Flash super SU after

installing TWRP recovery
in recovery mode to gain

SU access Standard activites
performed on apps

Root the
phone Phone rooted?No

Yes

Acquisition
(physical)

XRYMagnet
AXIOM

App
uninstallation

Data
deleted

Extracted
data from
internal
storage

Magnet
AXIOM

Autopsy XRY

Tool
evaluation

End

NIST standards
Research parameters
Defined by researcher

(app specific)
Uploaded
pictures/videos/stories
Exchange text messages
exchange media
(image/video/audio)
calls (video, audio)

AnalysisAnalysis

Figure 3: Research methodology: a detailed flow chart of actions performed during forensic analysis.
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Table 2: Experimental tools (SNA stands for social networking app).

Sr. Experimental tools and software Description

1 Samsung Galaxy J7 Android 8.0.1

2 Workstation Windows 10, 64 Bit, Intel i5

3 USB cable Connect the mobile phone to the workstation

4 SQL DB browser [58] Version 3.11.0

5 Instagram [11] SNA v87.0.0.18.99

6 LINE [12] SNA v9.4.5

7 Whisper [13] SNA v7.28.6

8 WeChat [14] SNA v7.0.3

9 Wickr [15] SNA v5.10.2

User

Create an account
Upload some pictures on the account.
Follow friends and followed by some
friends
Follow pages and hashtags
Perform searches on the search bar
Upload stories (video, picture, text)
Scrolling news feed and user explorer
DM pictures, videos, messages sent, and
received

Create an account with phone number
Add friends
Make a profile and uploaded pictures
Scrolling newsfeed
Send and receive messages
(audio/video/images)
Perform video/audio calling

Create an account
Join groups
Scroll down the public whispers
Post whisper a couple to times
Search whispers by location
Give hearts and comments over
whispers
Put password over the messages
section
Start private chat
Send and receive message (audio,
video, text)

Create an account
Set up profile
Add friends
Upload status and pictures
Liked and commented friend’s statuses
Send and receive message
(audio/video/text/stickers)
Video calling

Create an account
Set up profile
Add friends
Send and receive message
(audio/video/text/stickers)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)

(viii)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(vii)

(viii)
(ix)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

Figure 4: Application scenario.
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data securely from different digital devices and platforms.
Acquisition and analysis can be performed through this tool.
It allows an examiner to extract logical or physical data
according to the case [18].

2.4. Root for Physical Acquisition. Forensic examination
requires a detailed recovery of artifacts for thorough analysis,
even though rooting is not needed for physical acquirement
in some cases where patch is offered by the acquisition tool
such as XRY, Cellebrite, and Magnet AXIOM. On the other
hand, rooting the device helps in eliminating the limitations
that the cell carriers or system OEMs have imposed. A rooted
interface offers effective user data extraction and access to
internal directories for the device. The partitions and system
folders are kept hidden with no access for a nonrooted
phone. However, many Android smartphone manufacturers
permit to legally root your devices [27]. Moreover, integrity
of user data from rooted Android devices during data acqui-
sition is a main concern as forensic analyst extract valuable
data from Android phones by rooting [27]. Furthermore,
authors in [28] prove that rooting of Android devices has
legal validity and the evidence extracted as a result of the
rooting process is effective and credible evidence of convic-
tion in criminal proceedings.

3. Related Work: Application Forensics

Some research work has been done in the field of mobile
application forensics. Some of the analysis is done on the
device general activities, event logs, and device logs [29, 30],
whereas others emphasized on the installed applications on
the device. Andriotis et al. [31] related the usage of smart-
phone with numerous crimes like confidential information
sharing on public mediums, uploading images over the cloud
and child pornography etc. [32]. Information was collected
from phone log files, wifi logs, event logs, Bluetooth logs,
and databases containing the browsing history. Snapchat
was analyzed in [33] by Infosecurity Group and by Aji et al.
[34] on two smartphones using Android and iOS. They
acquired the data from the smartphone’s internal memory
through 3 extraction techniques: physical, logical, and file
system. Extraction was performed with UFED Cellebrite.
Chatting file, images, and videos were detected from XML
records found on the iOS smartphone; however, the Android
device data was not permanently deleted but hidden with
nomedia extension.˙

In [35], Mehrotra et al. aimed to authenticate the foun-
der’s claim that the Android application Wicker enables the
user to exchange self-destructive messages and files. They
examined both rooted and not rooted Android phone data
acquired through Titanium Backup Android app v6.1.1 and
Helium Backup Android app. No artifacts or trace of data
exchange was found. Mahajan et. al [36] analyzed the arti-
facts of two apps, WhatsApp and Viber. Data was extracted
through UFED from 3 versions of Android OS. Both the apps
were examined through UFED Analyzer. The chat list, chat
messages, and sessions along with timestamps were found
in the WhatsApp “msgstoredb” file, and contact information
was found in the “wadb” file. For Viber, all information that

include send and receive messages, contact lists, and time-
stamps was found through manual search. Mathavan and
Meeran [37] performed forensic analysis on WhatsApp.
The internal memory of an Android phone was analyzed to
find out the artifacts such as send/receive messages, images,
videos, logs, and contact information. Walnycky et al. [38]
selected 20 social messaging apps based on the number of
downloads and keyword results from Google Play Store. Net-
work traffic was captured and saved by using Wireshark and
examined through NetworkMiner and NetWitness Investiga-
tor. This research concluded that four apps, i.e., Snapchat,
Tinder,Wicker, and BBM are secure as they encrypt network
traffic through HTTPS encryption using an SSL certificate.

Anglano et al. [39] analyzed ChatSecure on Android
phones. UFED Physical Analyzer was used to analyze data.
ChatSecure database was decrypted through LiME. Messages
and media shared during conversation were been recovered,
whereas the deleted data was not recovered. Adebayo et al.
[40] analyzed Kik app installed on three Android mobile
devices. The device backup was created with Titanium

Table 4: Proposed categories for artifacts.

Categories Artifacts

DB Databases recovered

Media/text
exchanged

Text messages

Images incoming

Images outgoing, videos incoming,
videos outgoing, audio incoming

Audio outgoing, GIFs/emojis incoming
GIFs/emojis outgoing

Timeline

Stories, posts uploaded

Posts liked/reply

Group information

Timing of posts/status

Account/user
information

Friend list

Profile picture, date of birth

Email address

ID

Location

Name

Phone number

Profile images

Phone app activity

Calls Audio calls, video calls

Timestamps

Private chats

Stories/posts/statuses upload

Friends added

Table 3: Forensic tool description.

Sr. Forensic tools Version Description

1 Magnet AXIOM 4.0 Proprietary

2 Autopsy 4.14.0 Open source

3 XRY 8.2 Proprietary
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Backup, and the SQLite DB browser was used to analyze the
recovered databases. In another study, Instagram was ana-
lyzed by Ryu et al. [41] on iPhone 6s using EditPlus3 Plist,
iBackupBot iPhone Backup Extractor, iBackup Viewer, and
iPhone Tracker DB. User information, activity history, and
application settings were recovered from the iPhone backup
file. Umar et al. [42] analyzedWhatsApp for digital evidence.
The application was installed on Samsung Galaxy S4 GT-
I9500 Android version 5.0.1, and acquisition was done
through ADB. For analysis, two tools were used: WhatsApp
key/DB Extractor and Belkasoft Evidence. Text messages,
images, videos, and documents were recovered. From the
results generated by tools, Belkasoft was concluded as best
among the two. Telegram app was analyzed in [43, 44] on
different versions of Android phones and Windows phones
[45]. Android gave messages and cache info after exploring
DBs. No package related to the app was found on the Win-
dows phone.

In a few other studies [44, 46], KaKaoTalk was analyzed
on Android phones. The Kakao encrypted database was
decrypted to gain access to messages and contact information
in the researches. Facebook, Skype, Viber, Windows Live
Messenger, and WhatsApp were analyzed in [50] on iPhone.
The backup contains all the information related to these apps
even after uninstallation. In [51], Facebook, WhatsApp, Hike,
Viber, and Imo were analyzed on an Android phone. Loca-

tions of artifacts were discussed in this research. In [52], the
security mechanisms ofWhatsApp, Viber, Tango, Voupi, For-
fone, HeyTell, EasyTalk, and WowTalk were discussed when
they were installed on Android v2.3 and iOS v2.3. In [53–
55], LINE Messenger, BlackBerry Messenger, and IMO Mes-
senger app were analyzed respectively on Android phones
and iPhone. The content shared between two parties through
private conversation was discussed. Twitter, POF Dating,
Snapchat, Fling, and Pinterest were analyzed in [56] installed
on Android v5. Message content and account information
were discussed. Forensic analysis of Snapchat and Burner
was done in [57] on both iOS and Android smartphones.
Table 1 summarizes some previous studies on forensic anal-
ysis on mobile apps.

4. Methodology

The overall methodology adopted in research comprises four
steps. These steps are illustrated in Figure 3.

4.1. Scenario Building. In the first stage, investigation scenar-
ios are set up by performing common user activities on apps.
Apps are installed on the phone from Google Play Store.
Accounts are created for each app and activities, i.e., picture-
s/videos uploaded, comments, scrolling over newsfeed,
stories uploaded, messages (text/audio/video/images) sent

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Artifacts retrieved from Instagram using Magnet AXIOM.
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or received, and video calling (LINE), are performed for the
application according to their capabilities. The scenario
followed in this research is explained in Figure 4.

4.2. Acquisition. Data from phone memory is acquired
through two different tools Magnet AXIOM (process) and
XRY. Data from phone memory is acquired in three stages.

(i) Application is installed and working

(ii) Application is installed and data has been deleted

(iii) Application and data both have been deleted

In the first stage, all the data remains on the phone as the
app is working. In the next stage, some data is deleted by the
analyst, and in the last stage, all data is deleted and the app is
uninstalled from the phone. Data is acquired from the device
in a controlled environment in order to ensure the integrity
of the data. In order to get maximum data from the internal
memory of the device, data is acquired through the physical
acquisition of the device after rooting.

4.3. Analysis. In the analysis phase, every app is analyzed by
the content of the app folder located in the data/data direc-
tory. The analysis generally involves data found in the spe-
cific app’s file folder and database folder but not limited to
them. Another folder found in the data/data/app_folder
named “Shared Preference” contains some .xml files having

app-related data. The same information is recovered by all
three tools. Cache stores all the activity information and ima-
ges/videos seen by the user while using the app and is recov-
ered by all three tools.

4.4. Tool Evaluation. Tools are evaluated on the basis of their
capability to recover digital artifacts from every said app,
NIST standards on smartphone extraction tools [19] and
some additional parameters from the investigator after con-
ducting research. The result of this research can be used as
a recommendation to investigators to handle the cases asso-
ciated with these apps.

In order to analyze the data generated by these apps
(Figure 4), the internal storage of the smartphone is exam-
ined after every experiment. The information generated by
apps is stored in the inner phone memory that is ordinarily
out of reach to users. Therefore, appropriate tools and tech-
niques should be adopted so as to obtain and access this part
of the memory. The hardware used in the research is a Sam-
sung smartphone, USB cable, and computer for the retrieval
and analysis of data. The description of experimental tools is
provided in Table 2. Forensic tools that are used during the
experiments are described in Table 3.

Artifacts recovered have been categorized into six fields
in this research. The main categories are DB (databases),
media/text exchange, timeline, account/user information,
calls, and timestamps. The DB category contains the artifacts
recovered from the databases present in the app folder. The

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Artifacts retrieved from LINE using Magnet AXIOM.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Artifacts retrieved from Whisper using Magnet AXIOM.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: Artifacts retrieved from WeChat using Magnet AXIOM.
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artifacts recovered are related to the exchange of media (ima-
ges/video/audio/emoji/GIFs) and text between two parties
which reside in the media/text exchange category. The time-
line category have artifacts related to the information of
user’s timeline, i.e., his stories/posts/likes/replies/statuses.
Artifacts for the user’s account (profile picture/DoB/email
address/ID/name/phone numbers/app activity) reside in
account/user information category. The category calls con-
tains the artifacts related to information of audio/video calls
done or received by the user. The category timestamps com-
prises the artifacts related to the timings of different activities
performed by the user. The summary of categories has been
stated in Table 4.

5. Forensic Analysis

In order to execute the forensic analysis, apps are down-
loaded from Google Play Store and a set of activities is per-
formed on apps following certain test cases that any user

might perform on these apps. Figure 4 states the activities
performed on each app. Physical data of the device is
acquired through two propriety tools, i.e., Magnet AXIOM
and XRY. Before starting the acquisition, the phone is
rooted through the installation of TWRP Recovery and
Flash SuperSu in the recovery mode. After getting the
Super User privileges, full image extraction is performed
through Magnet AXIOM and physical acquisition is done
by XRY.

The finding of the apps from the acquired image is
described in this section. All the activities that are performed
by the apps and the relevant data that is stored in the internal
memory of the phone is examined. The examination is done
by viewing the acquired image through the tools (Magnet
AXIOM and XRY) and is analyzed against the defined cases
of all the SNAs one by one in detail.

5.1. Forensic Analysis of Apps through Magnet AXIOM. This
section discusses the artifacts recovered from the applications
using Magnet AXIOM.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 9: Artifacts retrieved from Wickr using Magnet AXIOM.
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5.1.1. Instagram. The artifacts recovered from Instagram
through Magnet AXIOM are described in Figure 5 under
three conditions: before data deletion, after deleting some
data, and after app uninstallation. Firstly, the app is analyzed
while no data has been deleted from the device. Figure 5(a)
shows that the messages sent and received are recovered with
message time, type, sender, and receiver information.
Figure 5(b) shows that the stories uploaded by the user on
its Instagram account are recovered. An image is taken again
after deleting some data, i.e., images, text messages, and ima-
ges/video uploaded on the Instagram account. Figure 5(c)
shows that 80 percent of text messages are successfully recov-
ered and only textual information of images and video calls is
recovered such as the name of other party and timestamps.
After app uninstallation, no data is recovered related to the
Instagram app analyzed by Magnet AXIOM.

5.1.2. LINE.As we examined naver line.db, there are 32 tables
from which only 6 tables are of interest from the forensic
point of view. The contact table has the relation with call_his-
tory.db as the user that was making the call can only be rec-

ognized by the contact table. The id of the caller would be
matched from the m_id in the contact table. So, the caller
can be verified. LINE gives an end-to-end encryption for
data. The public key for every contact is stored in e2ee.db
in an encrypted format. After deletion, some messages and
media shared through private messages were not recov-
ered. Only a few contacts were recovered. No data related
to the LINE application was recovered after app uninstal-
lation. The detailed analysis of LINE is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6(a) shows that LINE contacts, m_ids (unique IDs
for every contact), messages, and calls shared between
both parties with timestamps are recovered from the data-
base (naver_line.db) store in the app package. Messages
recovered with the sender/receiver and message type with
timestamps are shown in Figure 6(b). Figures 6(c) and
6(d) show the recovery of media files (videos) and audio
image, respectively, transferred during the chat session
with timestamps.

5.1.3. Whisper. The forensic analysis of Whisper resulted in
some data being retrieved. The retrieved data contains

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Artifacts retrieved from Instagram using Autopsy.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 11: Artifacts retrieved from LINE using Autopsy.
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information of user accounts, content created or liked by the
user, groups he/she follows, private messages shared with
friends, location information and other activities. After
deletion, all the text messages were recovered and a textual
preview of media shared through private messages was
recovered. After app uninstallation, no data related to the
Whisper app was recovered. The detailed analysis of Whisper

is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows the retrieved text
messages shared between the user with its friends with time-
stamps and location information. Textual information of
images received by the user is recovered as shown in
Figure 7(b). Figure 7(c) shows the retrieved information
about the posts uploaded by or replied by the user with time-
stamps, hearts, and location information. Figure 7(d) shows

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12: Artifacts retrieved from Whisper using Autopsy.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 13: Continued.
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the posts shared while the user was online with timestamps,
Whisper content, and location information.

5.1.4. WeChat.WeChat data files are stored within the parent
company Tencent’s [59] directory MicroMsg folder.
WeChat’s database EnMicroMsg.db is encrypted using
SqlCipher [60]. Some information was retrieved from the
index file named FTS5IndexMicroMsg.db, as shown in
Figure 8(a). After data deletion, some messages/media files
were recovered in a textual format as shown in Figure 8(b).
After app uninstallation, only textual information of media
files, i.e., video files as shown in Figure 8(c) and audio files
(as shown in Figure 8(d)), was recovered from the smart-
phone. The detailed analysis of WeChat is shown in Figure 8.

5.1.5. Wickr. Wickr is known as an antiforensic app. It is
highly encrypted and claims that no data can be recovered
from a device or from network analysis for forensic investiga-
tion. All conversations are stored in a highly encrypted data-
base. Wickr does not store any other data within the internal
memory of the phone. The detailed analysis of Wickr is
shown in Figure 9. By exploring the base.apk file (extracted
base.apk file through the .zip archive extractor. In this file,
some artifacts have been recovered from classes.dex and
classes2.dex files. .dex files were decompiled through Java
Decompiler.), it was found that the database wickr_db.db is
encrypted with SQLCipher [60] as shown in Figure 9(a).
Figure 9(b) shows the WickrDBAdapter File Recover
wickr.db Schema that contains account information, contact
info, messages sent/received, timestamps, and keys.
Figure 9(c) shows that the file folder contains some .wic files
that are encrypted. By exploring base.apk, it was found that
the ds.wic file is used to store cache data and passwords.
Figure 9(d) shows the WickrDBKey.class where it was found
that sk.wic contains the key for database. Kck.wic and
kcd.wic are also encrypted files that must have contained
videos/audio that were sent by the user because these files
were deleted after video and audio information sent by the
user was deleted (shown in Figure 9(e)). Figure 9(f) shows

that the video sent by the user is recovered from the cache
folder.

5.2. Forensic Analysis of the App through Autopsy. This sec-
tion discusses the artifacts recovered from the apps using
Autopsy.

5.2.1. Instagram. Autopsy recovered almost the same data
recovered by AXIOM. AXIOM gives the text thread detail
with the text/media shared. This is not the case in Autopsy.
Autopsy gives the text content and information in the data-
base (have to save the database and open in SQLite browser)
shared in DM. The user’s activity has been recorded in the
cache folder and recovered with timestamps. Video’s parts
are also recovered in the form jpeg image. After the cache
clears, stories and cache data were not recovered. 50 percent
of text messages were recovered after deletion from direct.db
with date and time information. Images shared during the
chat were not recovered. Textual information of media that
has been sent or video call done by the user is recovered after
data deletion. No data was recovered after app uninstallation.
The detailed analysis is shown in Figure 10. Figure 10(a)
shows that messages sent through DM are recovered.
Figure 10(b) shows that images sent through DM are recov-
ered. Figure 10(c) shows the stories recovered as pending
media. Figure 10(d) shows that the images uploaded as the
story are recovered after deletion.

5.2.2. LINE. naver_line.db contains the information of text
messages shared during private chat, chat history, chat mem-
bers, and contacts. Autopsy did not recover any text messages
after deletion. Deleted images from the timeline have been
recovered. Voice message detail recovers after deletion. No
data was recovered after app uninstall. The detailed analysis
is shown in Figure 11. Figure 11(a) shows the recovered chat
history with timestamps and contact information.
Figure 11(b) shows that Autopsy recovered the post hidden
from the timeline with the option “Hide posts.” Backup data
of a chat including text messages, media type shared, and call
(audio, video) information are recovered as shown in

(g) (h)

Figure 13: Artifacts retrieved from WeChat using Autopsy.
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Figure 11(c). Profile pictures of all the friends have also been
recovered as shown in Figure 11(d). Figure 11(e) shows that
voice messages were recovered with timestamps. The video
shared through chat was recovered in .jpeg image format as
shown in Figure 11(f).

5.2.3. Whisper. Artifacts recovered from the c.db database’s c
table are the information of private conversation of the user.
After deletion, images received while private chatting; Whis-
per post; event information recovered with the sender name,
location, age, gender, and content that has been sent; and
some messages with sender and receiver ids and timestamps
are recovered after deletion. No artifact was recovered after
app uninstallation. The detailed analysis is shown in
Figure 12. Figure 12(a) shows the list of every conversation

with the timestamp being stored. The column titled pid has
the receiver user id and the column sid contains the user id
of the sender. Figure 12(b) shows that Whisper posted on
the timeline were recovered. Figure 12(c) shows thatWhisper
posted by the people while the user was active is recovered
with timestamps and locations. Figure 12(d) shows that
images received during chat is recovered.

5.2.4. WeChat. WeChat artifacts recovered through Autopsy
are stated in this section. The detailed analysis is shown in
Figure 13. Figure 13(a) shows the messages recovered from
the FTS5IndexMessage_content table when it was open in
the SQLite browser. Figure 13(b) shows that the audio mes-
sages shared during private chat are recovered with time-
stamps. Figure 13(c) shows that the images received during

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 14: Artifacts retrieved from Instagram using XRY.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 15: Artifacts retrieved from LINE using XRY.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

(f)

(g) (h)

Figure 16: Artifacts retrieved from Whisper using XRY.
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chat are recovered. Figure 13(d) shows that the phone
number against which the account was created is recovered
in plain text. Textual information of the video shared is
recovered after deletion as shown in Figure 13(e).
Figure 13(f) shows that images received through private chat
are recovered after deletion. Figure 13(g) shows that textual

information of videos is recovered after app uninstallation.
Figure 13(h) shows that images shared and uploaded by the
user are recovered after app uninstall.

5.2.5. Wickr. From analyzing the image from Autopsy, the
textual information of the video file is recovered from the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 17: Artifacts retrieved from WeChat using XRY.
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Table 5: Comparison of tools on the basis of digital artifacts recovered from SNAs. The (✓) symbol defines that artifact is recovered from the
tool, (●) is the symbol for textual information/audio-video not playable, and (▲) defines partially recovered.

Applications Digital artifacts
AXIOM Autopsy XRY

Not
deleted

Data
deleted

App
uninstallation

Not
deleted

Data
deleted

App
uninstallation

Not
deleted

Data
deleted

App
uninstallation

Instagram

Images outgoing (✓) (●) (✓) (●) (✓)

Images incoming

Videos outgoing (✓)

Videos incoming

Audio outgoing (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓)

Audio incoming

App/account information (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (▲)

Timeline image recovery (✓)

Timeline video recovery (✓) (✓) (✓) (▲) (✓) (✓)

Text messages (✓) (▲) (✓) (▲) (▲) (✓)

LINE

Images outgoing (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓)

Images incoming (●) (●)
Videos outgoing (✓) (✓) (●) (●)
Videos incoming (●) (●) (✓) (●) (●) (●)
Audio outgoing (✓) (●) (●)
Audio incoming

Account information (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (▲)

Timeline image recovery (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓)

Timeline video recovery (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓)

Text messages (✓) (✓) (✓) (▲)

Whisper

Images outgoing (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓)

Images incoming (✓) (✓)

Videos outgoing

Videos incoming

Audio outgoing

Audio incoming

Account information (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (▲)

Timeline image recovery (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓)

Timeline video recovery

Text messages (✓) (▲) (✓) (▲) (✓) (▲)

WeChat

Images outgoing (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓)

Images incoming (✓) (✓)

Videos outgoing (●)
Videos incoming

Audio outgoing (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓) (✓)

Audio incoming

Account information (▲) (▲) (▲) (▲) (▲) (▲)

Timeline image recovery (✓) (✓) (✓)

Timeline video recovery (✓) (✓) (✓)

Text messages (✓) (▲) (✓) (✓)

Wickr

Images outgoing (●)
Images incoming (●)
Videos outgoing (✓)

Videos incoming

Audio outgoing

Audio incoming

Account information (▲) (▲)

Timeline image recovery

Timeline video recovery

Text messages
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Table 7: Location and Artifacts Recovered from Instagram before Data Deletion.

Location Artifacts recovered AXIOM Autopsy XRY

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/ direct.db
Text messages and
sender id with
timestamps

(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/ direct.db
Text messages received
with receiver_id with

time stamp
(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/ direct.db
http link to the accounts

recovered
(●) (●) (●)

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/ direct.db-journel
Messages from other
accounts previously

logged in
(✓) X X

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/ direct.db/thread

Every thread info, thread
id, sender/receiver ids,
account info, messages
seen/pending, and type

of message

(✓) (✓) (●)

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/ direct.db/messages

All the information of
message sender, receiver
ids, name, type, and

content

(✓) (●) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/direct.db-journal
Send images recovered
with date & time and
sender/receiver name

(✓) (●) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/direct.db-journal
Information of received
media recovered (type,

date time)
(✓) (●) (●)

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/direct.db-journal
Link of media shared

from newsfeed/explorer
through DM

(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/video.db

Videos and jpeg
thumbnails watched by
user on news feed with

time/date

(✓) (✓) (●)

/data/com.instagram.android/databases/video.db

Videos and jpeg
thumbnails watched by
user on explorer with

time/date

(✓) (✓) (●)

media/0/Android/data/com.instagram.android/files/videos/VID_20190319_182811_
473_session_0

Video shoot through
Instagram cam and
uploaded by the user

(✓) (●) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/files/ Text stories (✓) (✓) X

/data/com.instagram.android/files/ Video stories (playable) (✓) (●) X

media/0/Android/data/com.instagram.android/files/rendered_videos

Video shoot through
Instagram cam is being
segmented in audio and

video files

(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/cache/ images
Images viewed by the
user on newsfeed with

date and time
(✓) (●) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/cache/ images
Images viewed by the
user on explorer with

date and time
(✓) (●) (●)

media/0/Android/data/com.instagram.android/cache/ExoPlayerCacheDir/videocache
Video information
watched by users is

recovered
(✓) (✓) (✓)
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cache folder. Wickrdb is encrypted database and all the file
folder is encrypted. No information regarding communica-
tion has been recovered from Wickr.

5.3. Forensic Analysis of Applications through XRY. This sec-
tion discusses the artifacts recovered from the applications
using XRY.

5.3.1. Instagram. The image has also been taken from XRY
from all the said cases. After the app uninstalls, the app name
was recovered with information that the app deleted on what
time and date on the data/data folder. The detailed analysis is
shown in Figure 14. Figure 14(a) shows that the database
direct.db contains the messages and sent images.
Figure 14(b) shows that the thread information of the chat
through DM is recovered. Figure 14(c) shows the cache data
stored in the cache folder of the app package. Figure 14(d)
shows that Cache images are recovered in XRY after a cache
clears. After deletion, XRY recovered the messages deleted
within 24hrs with text/media information (type, time-
stamps) as shown in Figure 14(e). Remnants of the video
uploaded on the account are recovered after deletion as
shown in Figure 14(f).

5.3.2. LINE. The LINE package is analyzed before any data
was deleted using XRY. After LINE uninstallation, the app
existence proof is present in location data/data which con-
tains the application name jp.naver.line.android, date, and
time of app deletion. The detailed analysis is shown in
Figure 15. Figure 15(a) shows that the files shared through
private chat have been recovered. Contact details, chat
record, and information shared between two parties includ-
ing text messages, media, and call info with timestamps were

recovered from naver_line.db as shown in Figure 15(b).
Figure 15(c) shows that e2ee.db stores private and public keys
encrypted with a unique id and timestamp. Images uploaded
by the user on LINE’s timeline were also recovered as shown
in Figure 15(d). The profile picture of friends was recovered as
shown in Figure 15(e). The video uploaded on the timeline by
the user was recovered as shown in Figure 15(f). Messages that
have been deleted with the content information (text, video,
and audio) with sender and receiver ids and timestamps are
recovered as shown in Figure 15(g). Figure 15(h) shows that
call history details were recovered after deletion from call_his-
tory.db images and videos that were uploaded by a user on the
timeline are also recovered after deletion.

5.3.3. Whisper. Whisper app analyzed by XRY recovered the
stated artifacts for all cases. The detailed analysis is shown in
Figure 16. Figure 16(a) shows the c.db that contains all the
messages that are transmitted between the user and the other
users with their ids and timestamps. w.db contains the list of
all those people that have posted at the time of the user’s con-
nectivity and group user joined as shown in Figure 16(b).
Posts uploaded by the user are recovered as shown in
Figure 16(c). Images sent by the user were recovered as
shown in Figure 16(d). Figure 16(e) shows the cache folder
containing the posts viewed by a user with timestamps.
Deleted chats are recovered from c.db with the sender and
receiver names and timestamps as shown in Figure 16(f).
The deleted group’s information was recovered. The images
sent by the user and then deleted are recovered. The file with
the name whisper is recovered after app uninstallation.

5.3.4. WeChat. Artifacts recovered from WeChat through
XRY is stated below. The first analysis has been done before

Table 7: Continued.

Location Artifacts recovered AXIOM Autopsy XRY

/data/com.instagram.android/cache/
Stories viewed by a user

with date and time
(✓) (●) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/cache/orignal_images
Images shared
through DM

(●) (●) (●)

/data/com.instagram.android/shared_prefs/tokent_store.xml Token key recovered (✓) (✓) (✓)

data/com.instagram.android/shared_prefs/2138581153_insta_video_call_
notifications.xml

Live session info of user’s
followers/following

(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/shared_prefs/rti.mqtt.ids.xml Connection key (✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/shared_prefs/rti.mqtt.ids.xml Device key (✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/shared_prefs /com.instagram.android_preferences.xml
Last login_nonce

recovered
(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/shared_prefs /2138581153_USER_PREFERENCS.xml
Recent user searches

recovered
(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/com.instagram.android/shared_prefs/2138581153_usersBootstrapServices.xml

List of the follower and
following account
recovered with
timestamps

(✓) (✓) (✓)

/media/0/Pictures/Instagram/
Contain all pictures
uploaded by the user

(✓) (✓) (✓)

/media/0/Movies/Instagram/
Video uploaded by the

user
(✓) (●) (●)
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Table 8: Location and artifacts recovered from LINE and Whisper before data deletion.

Location Artifacts recover AXIOM Autopsy XRY

/data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/naver_line.db/contact
Contact data recovered with timestamps
(m_id, contact_id, name, and status)

(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/naver_line.db/group_home group_id and memebrs_id are recovered (✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/naver_line.db/group Group name against their id’s is recovered (✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/naver_line.db/members
0,1 indicated if the requested user accepts

to be a member or not
(✓) (✓) X

/data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/naver_line.db/chat
Chat_id, message content, and

timestamp recovered
(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/naver_line.db/chat_history
Sender/recover id, message content,

date, time, message type recovered (audio,
video, text, doc, and location)

(●) (✓) (✓)

/data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/naver_line.db/chat_notification Chat_id (✓) (✓) (✓)

data/media/0/Android/data/jp.naver.line.android/storage/toyboxing/line User email recover X X (✓)

/data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/naver_line_myhome
Post information uploaded by the

ser on LINE timelines
(●) (✓) (✓)

/data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/call_history.db
caller_id, time, date, and duration of

call (audio, video) recovered
(✓) (✓) (✓)

data/jp.naver.line.android/databases/e2ee.db
LINE has end-to-end encryption. E2ee.db

stores public keys
(✓) (✓) (✓)

data/media/0/Android/data/jp.naver.line.android/storage/mo
Images transferred during chat is

recovered with timestamp
(●) (●) (✓)

data/media/0/Android/data/jp.naver.line.android/storage/mo
Videos transferred during chat is

recovered with timestamp
(✓) (●) (●)

data/media/0/Android/data/jp.naver.line.android/storage/mo
Audio messages transferred during
chat is recovered with timestamp

(●) (●) (●)

data/media/0/Android/data/jp.naver.line.android/storage/write
Images uploaded by the user on LINE
timeline recovered with timestamps

(✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/media/0/Android/data/jp.naver.line.android/storage/write Hidden post recovered X (✓) X

/media/0/Android/data/jp.naver.line.android/cache/mm
The video viewed by the user on LINE

timeline recovered
(✓) (●) (✓)

/data/jp.naver.line.android/shared_prefs/Extended_My_Profile.xml User’s date of birth recovered (✓) (✓) (✓)

/data/jp.naver.line.android/shared_prefs/ServiceInfoManager.xml
Server key for the profile and

encryption standard
(✓) (✓) (✓)

data/com.whisper.andrid/database/c.db
Private conversion details recovered

with timestamps
(✓) (✓) (✓)

data/com.whisper.andrid/database/c.db/m
Text messages with timestamps

and member_id recovered
(✓) (✓) (✓)

data/com.whisper.andrid/database/w.db
Information about the groups joint by

the user with time/date and URL
(✓) (✓) (✓)

data/com.whisper.andrid/database/w.db/n
Notification received by the user (hearts

to whisper/reply to whisper)
(✓) (✓) (✓)

data/com.whisper.andrid/database/w.db/w
Whisper posted by people nearby

with timestamps
(✓) (●) (●)

the /data/sh.whisper/files/me/
Whispers that has been posted by the

user (textual preview) recovered
(✓) X (●)

/data/sh.whisper/files/whisper-chat/.
Files sent/received by the user to

other people recovered
(●) (●) (●)

/data/sh.whisper/cache/picasso-cache
All the whisper that has been seen

by the user
(✓) (●) (✓)

/data/sh.whisper/shared_
prefs/com.mixpanel.android.mpmetrics.MixpanelAPI_
c39eea2c9ad72a79d1688ca82c50cb94.xml

Whisper app installation data, time, Uid,
user location, gender, and date of birth.
List of groups that have been joined

by the user

(✓) (✓) (✓)
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data deletion. No message information has been recovered as
all the databases are encrypted. The detailed analysis is
shown in Figure 17. After the deletion of some data, no text
messages were recovered. Images and videos uploaded were
recovered after deletion. After app uninstallation, all the
media files and their information were recovered. Encrypted
databases and cache files were not recovered. The profile
picture, images, and videos uploaded and shared through pri-
vate chats are all recovered.

5.3.5. Wickr.No data recovery fromWickr could be managed
except from the metadata from the base.apk file. After app
uninstallation, the location data/data contain the filename
com.mywickr.wickr2 with the deleted status being yes.

Detailed information of artifacts that were recovered
after three scenarios is discussed in Table 5. The (✓) symbol
defines that artifact are recovered from the tool, (●) is the

symbol for textual information/audio-video not playable,
and (▲) defines partially recovered. Table 6 describes the
artifacts recovered from SNAs before data deletion, after data
deletion, and after app uninstallation according to categories
proposed in Table 4. The details of artifacts recovered and
their location are presented in Tables 7–13. Tables 7–9 state
the artifacts recovered from apps and their locations before
any data is deleted from apps. Similarly, Tables 10–12 show
the artifact information recovered after data deletion and
after app uninstallation from every app using all three tools.

6. Results Analysis and Tool Evaluation

This section presents an analysis and discussion on the out-
put of forensic analysis of five SNAs. A comparison of tools
on the basis of their capabilities is also presented.

Table 11: Artifacts Recovered from Autopsy after Data Deletion and App Uninstall.

After Data Deletion

Instagram LINE Whisper WeChat Wickr
50 % of Text messages

deleted
Hidden/deleted image

recovered
Text messages
recovered

SSID of chat parties
Encrypted
database

Account information Call history
Heart and replay

notification
Image uploaded on

the timeline
Video from the
cache folder

— Group member detail Group data
Video uploaded on

the timeline
—

—
Textual preview of the video

uploaded after deletion
Image send

Video shared during
the chat

—

— Textual preview of images Posts by user
Images shared
during the chat

—

— — —
Image captured by

WeChat
—

After app uninstallation

A filename with
deletion date/time

— — Profile picture —

— — — Video uploaded —

— — — Image uploaded —

— — — Private chat image —

— — —
Image sent during

the chat
—

Table 10: Artifacts recovered from Magnet AXIOM after data deletion and app uninstallation.

After data deletion

Instagram LINE Whisper WeChat Wickr
80% of text messages

deleted
Call history

Text messages (send/received)
recovered

50% of text messages Encrypted database

Textual information
of shared media

Group member detail
Hearts and replay

notification
Image uploaded on

the timeline
Video from the
cache folder

Account information
Textual preview of
video uploaded after

deletion
Group data

Video uploaded on
the timeline

-

Uploaded pictures
recovered

Textual preview of
images

Image sent
Video shared during

the chat
-

- - Posts by the user
Images sent

recovered during
the chat

-

After Apps Uninstall

-
An empty folder
names LINE

- Video uploaded -

- - - Image uploaded -

- - -
Image send during

the chat
-
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6.1. Analysis of Apps

6.1.1. Instagram. During investigation of the internal storage
of the Android phone for Instagram app data, many artifacts
are recovered that can help the investigation. The database
folder that contains all the messages, i.e., text message, video,
audio, emojis, or the link to online media that have been
transferred to or from the user is being recovered unen-
crypted with the information of date and time. The posts that
are uploaded on the account and stories are also recovered
with date/time information. The cache folder stores all the
online activity done by the user. Every post, picture, story,
or video seen by the user get recorded in the cache folder.
The shared preference folder contains an .xml file that stored
user’s account information in plain text format. The number
of accounts logged in the app during specific time period are
recovered through their login nonce. The information stored
in these files contain live sessions attended and last search
made etc. After the messages and posts are deleted, data from
the database is deleted but some of the messages are being
recovered from the .db journal file. The posts have also been
recovered after deletion. After the uninstallation of the app,
only the pictures that had been uploaded by the user are
recovered. If we clear the cache of our phone, photos, videos,
and Instagram stories cannot be recovered.

6.1.2. LINE. Different artifacts are recovered from the LINE
app. The main focus of our research is on four folders stored
inside the local memory of the smartphone. By examining
the internal memory of the smartphone, it was determined
that the app stores some artifacts on different locations in
the app folder. These artifacts are related to its activity within
the internal memory. We can understand the DB schema and
can recover the critical information of LINE app activity
from the database folder. Note that the importance and the

location of the artifacts can be examined during any criminal
investigation. It was discovered that LINEmanages the direc-
tories within its app folder. LINE app stores the cache for
transferred, downloaded, and uploaded files in the app cache.
From the examination of local memory and databases of the
app, we can recover the information (message/media trans-
ferred, cache copies) within the DB table in a plain text form
with the exception of the password. All the contacts are
recovered from the database folder even after deletion. We
realize that app data is stored in a different location and dif-
ferent forms can be interesting in a forensic investigation.

6.1.3. Whisper. Whisper post is originally a message sent by
user publicly and it includes the name of the sender, message,
date/time when it was posted, the link of the image, location,
the likes (hearts) it received, and replies to these posts. The
name of the user is not a unique identifier in a whisper; that
means that the same username can be used by different users
and can also be changed anytime by the user. The user phone
does not store the images of the post in the app but these
images are cached by the phone and stored in the device.
Links of posts are also stored on the phone but not all the
images are available on these links. Post location information
can also be determined in Android with the longitude and
latitude for each post. The heart and reply counter keeps
the info of likes on a post. Whisper messages are privately
sent or received by the user. All the messages with time-
stamps, media type, and other party information are recov-
ered even after the deletion of some messages or the
deletion of the whole thread. Like Whisper posts, in whisper
messages, the username is also not a unique identifier so it
became difficult to confirm the exact identity of the other
party. There is no way to confirm if the message has been
received or read by the other person or not. Whisper stores
its information against the Mac address of the phone. It does

Table 12: Artifacts recovered from XRY after data deletion and app uninstallation.

After data deletion

Instagram LINE Whisper WeChat Wickr
Text messages deleted

within 24 hrs
Group member detail

Text messages
recovered

Image uploaded
on the timeline

Textual info of the
image

Account information Call history
Heart and replay

notification
Video uploaded
on the timeline

—

Textual preview of the
shared image

Video uploaded after
deletion

Group data
Video shared during

the chat
—

Textual preview
of images

Image sent
Images shared during

the chat
—

Video uploaded after
deletion

Posts by the user
Images received
in private chat

—

— — —
Image captured
by WeChat

—

After app uninstallation

Filename with deletion
date/time

Filename with deletion
date/time

Filename Profile picture
The app filename

recovered

— — — Video uploaded —

— — — Image uploaded —

— — — Private chat image —

— — —
Encrypted database

info
—

— — — App filename —

— — — Image sent Image sent
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not have any email id or password and not any phone
number needed to register into the platform. However,
there is an email registration option that is present in new
versions of the app. The user needs to install the app and
can start posting and messaging. A username is given by
the app. All the whispers can be seen. Turn on the location
and the user can see all the whispers that have been posted
by the people near its location. If the user uninstalls the app
and reinstalls it, it recovers its own account and all the data
and activities that have been carried out by the user on that
account. But if the user uninstalls the app and restarts its
phone and reinstalls the app, its account is gone forever.
The user will be registered against another name and gets
a new account.

6.1.4. WeChat. From the analysis of the internal memory of
the phone, it was revealed that WeChat [14] created the
directory Tencent [59] to store its data in the internal mem-
ory. The Tencent directory contains all the files including
databases, caches, and media information that has been
shared or uploaded on the timeline by the user. WeChat
[14] cares about privacy more than most social networking
apps because of some critical features, i.e., payments. EnMi-
croMsg.db is a database within this directory which is
encrypted. It uses SQLCipher [60] to encrypt its database.
All previous researches about WeChat describe that EnMi-
croMsg.db contains messaging information of the user and
describes the method to decrypt this database. A script [61]
needs to run with SQLCipher to decrypt the said database.
That method is successful for the Android phone’s previous
versions. For WeChat version 6 or more running on Android
version 6.0.x or higher, the database EnMicroMsg.db is not
decrypted through the methods described in [61, 62]. Since
lower versions of WeChat cannot be installed on Android
versions higher than 5, so, the information within this data-
base is not possible to recover. In [62], the previous versions
of WeChat were installed on Android 4.4.2 and decrypted
successfully using the same methods described in [63, 64].
So, it was determined that the encryption in the latest ver-
sion of WeChat in Android 6.0.1 or higher is different from
the previous version and it is not possible to recover data
from it. An index file named FTS5IndexMicroMsg.db con-
tains the information about the contact and plain text mes-
sages. The Meta_messages table contains the unique ids of
the user; the talker with a timestamp and message_content
table contain the content of the messages. The main issue
is that we cannot tell who sends which message to whom
and when. This database is also encrypted in a later version
of WeChat.Media that has been shared through messages
and uploaded by the user on the timeline which is recovered
from the com.tencent/media/0/MicroMsg folder. It contains
the jpeg images, mp4 videos, and audio file transfer during
the chat. After data deletion, this folder contains these files
stored in this location. The shared preference folder con-
tains critical information, i.e., username and the phone
number through which the account was created when the
account was created. If we clear the phone cache, it was dis-
covered that the user automatically logs out from the

account and he needs to log in again with the username
and password.

6.1.5. Wickr. Wickr secures the internal information by
encrypting the local storage. Wickr’s delicate information,
i.e., id keys, account data, and messages, is stored in an
encrypted storage in the phone. This information in the stor-
age container is decrypted only when the user is logged in the
account and can be used for any activity. When a user logs
off, the container is encrypted again with Klds and expelled
from the persistent memory. Klds is put away in an encoded
configuration with the goal that it might be recuperated upon
the following client login. The key used to encode and decode
Klds is taken from the client’s passphrase utilizing script [65].
Klds is put away in an encoded configuration with the goal
that it might be recuperated upon the following client login.
The key used to encode and decode Klds is taken from the cli-
ent’s passphrase utilizing script. Successful login for this

Table 15: Comparison of tools according to NIST standards.

Type Features
Magnet
AXIOM

XRY Autopsy

Core requirements

SPT-CR-01 (✓) (✓) (▲)

SPT-CR-02 (✓) (X) (▲)

SPT-CR-03 (✓) (X) (▲)

SPT-CR-04 (✓) (✓) (✓)

Optional
requirements

SPT-RO-05 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-RO-06 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-RO-08 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-RO-09 (✓) (✓) (▲)

SPT-RO-13 (✓) (✓) (▲)

SPT-RO-14 (✓) (✓) (X)

Core assertion

SPT-CA-01 (✓) (✓) (X)

SPT-CA-02 (✓) (✓) (▲)

SPT-CA-03 (✓) (X) (▲)

SPT-CA-04 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-CA-05 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-CA-06 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-CA-07 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-CA-24 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-CA-25 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-CA26 (✓) (✓) (●)
SPT-CA27 (✓) (●) (●)
SPT-CA29 (✓) (✓) (▲)

SPT-CA30 (✓) (✓) (▲)

SPT-CA31 (✓) (X) (▲)

Optional assertion

SPT-AO25 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-AO26 (✓) (✓) (✓)

SPT-AO27 (X) (●) (●)
SPT-AO31 (✓) (✓) (●)
SPT-AO37 (✓) (●) (✓)

SPT-AO38 (✓) (●) (✓)

SPT-AO39 (●) (●) (●)
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situation is equivalent to having the capacity to effectively
unscramble Klds and get to an encrypted container material.
Those clients who wish to dependably remain signed in to
Wickr basically store the secret word-determined key in stage
gave secure capacity. Along these lines, delicate material is
constantly encoded when the Wickr application is not
dynamic [66]. The metadata about how and where Wickr
app stores its information is identified while exploring the
base.apk file. By exploring the files stored within the .apk file,
it was determined that the information related to messages
with timestamps and media type is stored in a database
named wickr_db. The key through which wickr_db is
encrypted is also encrypted and stored within the phone.
The database can be decrypted only if the user will log in to
the account with the username and password. These phrases
with a random number decrypt the key and the key decrypts
the database. It was also discovered that a database is
encrypted through SQLCipher by the SQL helper class pres-
ent in the WickrDbAdapter.class file. Two files sk.wic and
ds.wic are also encrypted. By analyzing the file in the .apk file
of Wickr app, it was discovered that the ds.wic file contains
the cache data of Wickr and sk.wic which contain the key
of the database which is also encrypted.

6.2. Tools Evaluation. Three tools are used in this research—-
Magnet AXIOM, Autopsy, and XRY. Magnet AXIOM and
XRY have the capability to extract the data from the smart-
phone and present the artifacts in a human-understandable
format. Autopsy just analyzes the already-extracted image.
The tools are evaluated on the basis of three factors.

(i) Number of artifacts recovered by the tool

(ii) NIST standard tool assessment document [19, 20]

(iii) Additional parameters

The result of this research can be used as recommenda-
tions to investigators to handle the cases associated with

these apps. The overall ranking of tools according to digital
artifacts recovery is presented in Table 14.

6.2.1. Number of Artifacts Recovered by a Tool. All three tools
are analyzed on the basis of their capability to recover digital
artifacts from five SNAs. These numbers give us the valida-
tion of the performance of tools. Details of the number of
artifacts recovered from every app using these tools are
shown in Table 13. Tools are ranked according to the capabil-
ity of artifacts to be recovered by them. The index number
has been calculated according to the formula stated in (1)
as follows:

P = ∑Nr
Ntð Þ ∗ 100, ð1Þ

where P is the percentage of useful extractions, Nr is the
number of recovered artifacts, and Nt is the total number of
artifacts

The index number for every application is calculated
according to equation (1). The Magnet AXIOM index is cal-
culated by dividing the number of artifacts recovered (R)
from all five applications through Magnet AXIOM with a
total number of artifacts (T) sent times 100, and the result
index is 76 percent. The indexes of Autopsy and XRY are also
calculated in the same way. Autopsy is ranked second in as an
image analysis tool with an index of 71.7 percent and XRY is
ranked third with an index of 65.7 percent.

6.2.2. NIST Standard Tool Assessment Document. NIST pub-
lished an assessment plan to measure the performance of a
tool [19, 20]. It is important to develop the method that can
standardize the tool according to its capabilities. NIST
releases some factors and methods to calculate the perfor-
mance of a forensic tool based on the outcomes of the
assessment plan conducted by NIST. In Table 15, tools are
compared against the core requirements, optional
requirements, core assertions, and optional assertions of

Table 16: Comparison of tools according to additional parameters.

Additional parameters Magnet AXIOM Autopsy XRY

Processing time (physical acquisition + processing)
4–8 hrs (fast) (✓)

8–12 hrs (medium) (✓)

12–16 hrs (slow) (✓)

Portable case file (✓) X X

GUI (✓) (✓) (✓)

User friendly
Artifact connectivity (✓) X X

Categorization (✓) (✓) X

Artifacts

DB (✓) (✓) (✓)

Media/text exchanged (✓) (✓) (●)
Timeline (✓) (●) (●)

Account/user information (✓) (●) (✓)

Calls (✓) (✓) (✓)

Timestamps (✓) (✓) (✓)

Keyword search option (✓) (✓) (✓)

Accuracy (✓) (✓) (●)
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smartphone examination tools where the (✓) symbol defines
that tool supports the factor, symbol (●) defines partially
supporting, symbol (X) defines not supporting, and symbol
(▲) defines not applying for a specific tool. According to
the NIST parameter of smartphone examination tools,
Magnet AXIOM did fulfill most of the requirements.

6.2.3. Additional Parameters. Finally, the performance of
tools is evaluated on the basis of some parameters that were
defined during this research and tool performance capability
can be judged by these parameters. These six parameters are

(i) Processing time

(ii) User friendliness

(iii) Compatibility

(iv) Artifacts recovery

(v) Keyword search option

(vi) Accuracy

Table 16 gives a detailed comparison of the tools accord-
ing to these parameters where the (✓) symbol defines the tool
that supports the factor, symbol (●) defines partly support-
ing, symbol (X) defines not supporting, and symbol (▲)
defines not applicable for a specific tool. According to the
combined results of defined tool evaluation factors (no. of
artifacts a tool recovers, NIST parameter of smartphone anal-
ysis tools, and additional parameters) and on the basis of
overall performance, Magnet AXIOM is the number one
followed by XRY and Autopsy.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

Various tools are available commercially and proprietary
through which data acquisition and forensic analysis can be
done. In this research, Magnet AXIOM and XRY are used
to acquire data from five social networking apps in three dif-
ferent scenarios: before any data deleted from the app, after
some data deleted, and after app uninstall. The outcomes of
research explain that a large number of artifacts of Instagram,
LINE, Whisper, and WeChat are recovered from the smart-
phone internal memory. Wickr, on the other hand, discloses
very little information. Potential artifacts have been catego-
rized to utilize them to create a report. Tools are analyzed
with respect to their capabilities, NIST standards for smart-
phone analysis tools, and few additional parameters defined
during this study. The results of this analysis report that
among the three tools, Magnet AXIOM is ranked no. 1 with
an index no. of 76.0% followed by Autopsy at 71.5% and XRY
at rank 3 with an index of 65.5%. According to the NIST
parameter of smartphone analysis tools and additional
parameters on the basis of overall performance, Magnet
AXIOM is the number one followed by XRY and Autopsy.
In the future, a new version of Android Smartphones can
be analyzed for application forensics as almost every 3
month, a new version or software update is released for
Android. This leaves a lot of areas to further research the
apps on the latest version and analyze the security flaws.

New apps like Omegle, Periscope, and Azar which are becom-
ing popular within teenagers need some attention from
forensic investigators. Every tool has some weaknesses, and
for the better and accurate results, forensic investigators can
use the combination of different tools in his investigation to
get more reliable results by using the unique capability of
every single tool.
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In reinforcement learning (RL), an agent learns an environment through hit and trail. This behavior allows the agent to learn in
complex and difficult environments. In RL, the agent normally learns the given environment by exploring or exploiting. Most of
the algorithms suffer from under exploration in the latter stage of the episodes. Recently, an off-policy algorithm called soft
actor critic (SAC) is proposed that overcomes this problem by maximizing entropy as it learns the environment. In it, the agent
tries to maximize entropy along with the expected discounted rewards. In SAC, the agent tries to be as random as possible while
moving towards the maximum reward. This randomness allows the agent to explore the environment and stops it from getting
stuck into local optima. We believe that maximizing the entropy causes the overestimation of entropy term which results in
slow policy learning. This is because of the drastic change in action distribution whenever agent revisits the similar states. To
overcome this problem, we propose a dual policy optimization framework, in which two independent policies are trained. Both
the policies try to maximize entropy by choosing actions against the minimum entropy to reduce the overestimation. The use of
two policies result in better and faster convergence. We demonstrate our approach on different well known continuous control
simulated environments. Results show that our proposed technique achieves better results against state of the art SAC algorithm
and learns better policies.

1. Introduction

The agent with the ability of decision-making learns by inter-
acting with the environment. First, it interacts and then
explores the environment to learn different behaviors. This
process is slow and often takes a lot of time to fully under-
stand the dynamics of the environment. Based on an agent’s
ability, the learning time may increase with the increase in
difficulty level of the environment.

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a branch of machine
learning in which agent’s goal is to learn a policy that enables
it to take sequence of decisions while maximizing expected
discounted sum of rewards. RL combined with deep learning
enables RL agent to learn difficult task such as playing a game
of Go [1], learning to play games from raw pixels [2] (playing
Atari games), or performing continuous control tasks [3]
(controlling humanoids in simulations). Use of neural net-
works as function approximates has removed the need of

manual feature engineering, where policies are directly opti-
mized from raw pixels or sensors output. However, use of
neural networks poses many challenges. Two major chal-
lenges are that (1) they need high number of samples for
learning because neural networks are slow learners. This
makes NN infeasible to use in real world problems. (2) Their
performance is very sensitive to hyperparameters and require
significant amount of time to search for good hyperpara-
meters. Bad choice of parameters can degrade the perfor-
mance of algorithm and can cause unstable learning.
Because of these problems, RL methods cannot be success-
fully applied to many real-life problems. Our focus in this
paper is on continuous control problems and how we can
guide our agent solving these problems to train as fast as
possible.

One of the major reasons for high sampling complexity is
the use of on-policy learning. In on-policy, the policy inter-
acting with the environment is the same as that is being
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trained. This means new samples are required for every train-
ing step. Recently proposed methods such as TRPO [4] and
PPO [5] allow multiple gradient updates on same samples
and require less samples as compared to other on-policy
methods. But still, they are very data hungry. On the other
hand, off-policy methods are less data hungry and can reuse
past experiences. Sarsa max [6] and DQN [7] are good exam-
ples of off-policy learning. Off-policy learning combined with
function approximations such as neural networks are unsta-
ble and often diverge. This creates further challenges when
action space is continuous. A classical example of this archi-
tecture is Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [8].
In case of high-dimensional states and actions, DDPG suffers
and gets stuck into local optima. It creates high peak for some
actions and then stops the exploration. To overcome this
problem, soft actor critics (SAC) [9, 10] is introduced which
adds an entropy term to the objective function. In SAC, the
goal is to maximize expected rewards as well as the entropy
term. This entropy causes uncertainty and stops agent from
creating high peaks for some actions. This results in better
exploration and fast learning. In this paper, we have studied
the effects of maximizing and minimizing the entropy on
the learning process. We have found that maximizing
entropy causes an overestimation of the entropy term, which
results in unstable learning and slow convergence. We pro-
pose that by using dual policy, the effects of overestimation
can be reduced which can result in stable, better, and faster
learning. Furthermore, it helps in achieving better sampling
efficiency.

Exploration means looking for new knowledge, and
exploitation means tweaking existing knowledge in search
for optimal policy. For better learning, it is very important
for an agent to perform both to understand how environ-
ment works. Most RL algorithms suffer because they are
unable to explore the environment in a structured way. This
problem further increases when we work with continuous
action space [11], where there is a high chance of agent get-
ting stuck in local optima. In value-based methods, explora-
tion can be achieved through explicit interaction with the
environment. Best way to explore environment in value-
based methods is through GILE [7] algorithm. At the start,
it completely explores the environment and then starts the
exploitation.

In policy-based methods, exploration is achieved through
adding entropy to the policy [2, 4]. This approach fails when
we have a large action space [7]. SAC [9, 10] also works with
the same idea but it adds entropy to the objective function
and maximizes it during the learning process. This helps
the agent to explore the environment especially in case to
continuous and large action space. As the agent learns, the
entropy term is optimized which causes better exploration.
Our focus in this paper is on the effects of entropy on the
learning process in continuous action space. Our aim is to
improve entropy estimate so that policy can be guided
towards the optimal path as fast as possible.

Most existing RL algorithms work with deterministic pol-
icies. This is because deterministic policies are easy to opti-
mize and result in stable convergence [12–14]. However
deterministic policies are not good for exploration [15]. For

exploration, stochastic policies are used which return proba-
bility distribution of actions. Normally, exploration in sto-
chastic policy is achieved through heuristics. By heuristics,
we mean adding entropy to the stochastic policy or adding
random noise. Stochastic policy helps the agent to explore
environment in a structured way. Because of stochastic
behavior, the agent can better generalize against the unseen
states. In SAC, entropy is added to the objective function,
where it is maximized along with the expected reward. We
have seen that adding large entropy causes instability or slow
convergence.

Actor critic methods are at the intersection of value-
based methods such as DQN [7] and policy based such as
reinforce [16]. Actor acts as a policy whose job is to output
an optimal action. Critic’s job is to evaluate actor’s output
using current state and action. Figure 1 shows a general actor
critic framework. Actor is optimized using policy gradient
method, and critic is optimized using value-based methods.
Actor output is used to train critic, and then, critic is used
to guide policy towards the optimal path.

Actor critic algorithms start learning from policy itera-
tion. Policy iteration alternates between policy evaluation
which means iteratively computing the value function for a
policy and policy improvement which uses the value function
output to iteratively obtain an optimal policy. For complex
RL problems, it is not feasible to run both policy evaluation
and policy improvement for infinite number of steps. There-
fore, both are optimized concurrently. Basic actor critic
framework uses entropy to encourage policy for exploration.
Main difference between actor critic and SAC is that SAC
adds entropy to the objective function (1).

π∗ = arg max
π

〠
t

E st ,atð Þ~ρπ r st , atð Þ + αH π · stjð Þð Þ½ �: ð1Þ

SAC maximizes entropy to encourage exploration. This
maximization results in the overestimation of entropy. It is
observed that the maximizing entropy can cause instability,
especially in the early stages of learning when critic is not
trained to differentiate between good and bad states. Nor-
mally, alpha temperature is used to reduce the effects of
entropy term. Recently proposed SAC [10] uses entropy to
optimally derive the value of alpha. That means alpha itself
is dependent on entropy term. Maximizing entropy results
in high alpha which means further adding uncertainty. To
reduce this overestimation bias, we propose to train two dif-
ferent policies. During training iterations, we select the policy
which gives us low entropy. Here, objective function is not
changed, which is maximizing the entropy. To reduce the
overestimation bias, we are choosing the policy which mini-
mizes the entropy. This way, we are exploring the environ-
ment in structured way while making sure we are not
overestimating the benefits of exploration against returns.

We have tested our proposed approach on different con-
tinuous control simulated environments created by MuJoCo
[17]. Results show that our approach achieves good sampling
efficiency as compared to state of the art RL algorithms. Our
approach is also easy to implement and can result in better
and faster learning.
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2. Literature Review

In this section, we will first discuss some of the value-based
methods which suffer from overestimation of action values
and then different techniques to solve this problem. Then, we
will discuss some policy gradient methods which work with
continuous action spaces. Thirdly, we are going to discuss some
state of the art methods which work with continuous actions.
Lastly, we shall discuss the reasons of better performance of
SAC and how SAC suffers from overestimation of entropy term.

2.1. Value-BasedMethods. In this section, we are going to dis-
cuss value-based methods and how they achieve good sample
efficiency and reduce overestimation in entropy-based
methods.

2.1.1. Deep Q Learning. Deep Q-Network (DQN) [4] com-
bines neural networks with Q learning, where images (con-
tinuous state spaces) are passed as input to deep neural
network. NN represents an action value function where last
layer of NN corresponds to number of actions agent can take,
and optimal policy is derived once optimal value function is
found. Because DQN outputs the optimal action ,so it cannot
be used for continuous actions. DQN provides high sampling
efficiency using experience replay. Experience replay is used
to break the correlation between consecutive tuples that
agent sees while encountering with environment. From deep
learning, we have seen that NN overfits if same data is passed
in same order again and again. Also, we do not want our
agent to learn a sequence of state action pairs; rather, we want
agent to learn a best policy. By randomly picking, data from
experience replay helps us to break this correlation between
sequence to state action pairs. SAC uses the same experience
replay to achieve high sampling efficiency.

Q learning uses one step bootstrapping, and at every time
step, it tries to minimize mean-squared error between the
current state and next state.

Li θið Þ = E s,a,r,sð Þ~U Dð Þ r + γ max
a′

Q s′, a′ ; θ−i
� �

−Q s, a ; θið Þ
� �2

" #
:

ð2Þ

Values of NN are evolved at each time step t by using (2).
It creates a problem while converging because we are chasing
a moving target. At every time step, when we move a head,
our target moves too. This results in nonconvergence of
NN. To overcome this problem, DQN uses fixed Q target
or target network where a separate NN is used to find next
state values. Values of policy are replaced with target network
after 1000 number of interactions.

Q learning uses greedy policy to learn the environment
which means to calculate the value of next state, it uses max
value action in the next state using (2). This maximization
results in overestimation of action values and creates high
variance, especially when we are at the early stage of learning
because Q values evolve very fast. Following approaches were
proposed to reduce this overestimation.

2.1.2. Double Q Learning. First solution to address overesti-
mation of action values was proposed in [18]. This paper pro-
posed to use two different Q value estimators where action
was chosen from both the estimators. Then, with equal prob-
ability, Q estimators are updated. At each time step, only one
Q value estimator is updated. By using two different estima-
tors, overestimation was reduced which resulted in reducing
variance in Q values.

2.1.3. Double Deep Q Learning. Another solution to address
the problem of overestimation of action values was proposed
in double Q learning [19]. To overcome the problem of mov-
ing target values, a separate network was maintained which is
known as target network in DQN [7]. In double DQN, the
authors proposed the idea that instead of maintaining two
separate estimators like in [18], they selected action using
model network and got its Q value using target network.
From (3), it is clear that model network was used to select
action with maximum value but to obtain final Q value target
network was used. In (3), θt represents model weights, and
θ′t represents target network weights.

YDoubleQ
t ≡ Rt+1 + γQ St+1, argmax

a
Q St+1, a ; θtð Þ ; θt′

� �
: ð3Þ

2.2. Policy Gradient Methods. Now, we are going to discuss
policy gradient methods and how they use Monte Carlo esti-
mate to update the policy. Policy gradient methods are on-
policy methods. Gradient ascent policy tries to maximize
expected return while directly searching for optimal policy.
Policy gradient methods work with trajectories where trajec-
tory is just an episode with a fixed number of interaction with
the environment. Policy gradient methods calculate Monte
Carlo estimate over trajectories.

2.2.1. Reinforce. Reinforce [13] is a policy gradient algorithm
where gradient of expected return is only calculated with
respect to current policy parameters. Gradient of a trajectory
is calculated with respect to policy parameters. For this, tra-
jectory must be representative of the current policy. This
makes reinforce very data hungry because it learns once from
the collected data. Reinforce also suffers from credit assign-
ment problem because Monte Carlo calculates the sum of

Environment
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Actor 
𝜋 (st)
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Figure 1: Black path shows actor critic framework. red path shows
soft actor critic framework with entropy term.
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rewards at each time step. Here, Markov assumption is used
which says to predict the future, you only need present.

2.2.2. Trust Region Policy Optimization. Trust Region Policy
Optimization (TRPO) [4] uses the concept of Important
Sampling (IS) for making the RL less data hungry. TRPO uses
trajectories of the old policy to update current policy. This is
achieved through a surrogate function (5). Surrogate func-
tion is used to compute the gradient of old policy. Further-
more, it enables us to use same batch of data multiple times
to update policy. Here, πθ, is the current policy which is
updated through old policy πθold

. Ât is an advantage function.

maximize
θ

Êt
πθ at stjð Þ
πθold

at stjð Þ Ât

" #
, ð4Þ

subject toÊt KL πθold
· stjð Þ, πθ · stjð Þ� �� �

≤ δ: ð5Þ

In theory, IS helps us to use old trajectories as many times
as we want. But in practice, TRPO suffers from high variance
and often diverge to unrecoverable path. Here, trust region
methods are proposed to reduce variance. TRPO establishes
a trust region using KL divergence (6) to prevent current pol-
icy from deviating too far from old policy. In (6), β is some
coefficient which is used to enforce hard constraint.

maximize
θ

Êt
πθ at stjð Þ
πθold

at stjð Þ Ât − βKL πθold
· stjð Þ, πθ · stjð Þ� �" #

:

ð6Þ

TRPO can work with both discrete and continuous action
spaces. TRPO adds entropy in policy for exploration which is
hindered by the surrogate function. Recall that surrogate
function stops the agent from going too far from the old pol-
icy. This means new policy cannot explore environment
independently.

2.2.3. Proximal Policy Optimization. Proximal policy optimi-
zation (PPO) [5] is improved version of TRPO. In PPO,
instead of establishing trust region, a policy clipping method
(7) is used, clipping a policy between minimum of 1 − ε, 1 + ε.
This makes sure that new policy does not diverge more than ε
distance away from old policy. PPO clipping function is very
important because it reduces variance and makes sure that
old and new policies are not too far away from each other.

LCLIP θð Þ = Êt min wt θð ÞÂt , clip wt θð Þ, 1 − ε, 1 + εð ÞÂt

� 	� �
:

ð7Þ

wtðθÞ will be greater than one if the particular action is
more probable for the current policy than it is for the old pol-
icy. It will be between 0 and 1 when the action is less probable
for our current policy. Ât is an advantage function.

PPO initially allows policy to explore but with time, as the
number of interactions increases, it gets stuck in local optima
because policy is clipped if it moves too far away from old

policy. Due to high sampling cost, it is not feasible to apply
PPO on real world problems.

2.2.4. A3C and A2C. Both DQN and reinforce either suffer
from variance or biasness. To create a balance between both
estimates Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic (A3C) [2]
was proposed which uses N step bootstrapping. Actor learns
advantage function and critic learns value function. Instead
of using experience replay to break correlation between con-
secutive tuples, A3C creates multiple agents of environment
at the same time. Every agent interacts with environment
for n number of times to collect experiences. At any time
step, the agent will receive multiple minibatches of correlated
experiences. Experience will be decor-related because agent
will see multiple states and actions at the same time. Asyn-
chronous here means that every agent will have its own copy
of environment, and it can be different from what other
agents have. Different approach called synchronous actor
critic (A2C) [3] uses same copy of environment for every
agent. In A2C, all agents wait to complete segment of interac-
tion, then network is updated once for all agents. A2C gives
equal or better results than A3C.

A3C and A2C are faster as compared to TRPO and PPO
because they create multiple copies of the same environment
and can learn parallel. This is useful in case of simulated envi-
ronments but cannot be applied to real world. Also, creating
multiple copies and training them in parallel only helps with
a faster learning. It does not help agent in terms of sampling
efficiency.

2.3. Continuous Action Space Methods. Now, we are going to
look some of the actor critic methods that can only work with
continuous action spaces. These methods achieve good sam-
pling efficiency as compared to on-policy methods because
they uses off-policy updates. Also, these methods can work
with large action spaces where on-policy methods suffer from
curse of dimensionality of action space.

2.3.1. Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG). DDPG
was proposed in [8]. DDPG is a combination of both value-
and policy-based methods which searches for deterministic
policy and works with only continuous actions. DDPG has
four neural networks, a deterministic policy network θμ, Q

network θQ, a target policy network θμ
′ , and target Q net-

work θQ′ . DDPG directly maps states into action spaces. Tar-
get networks are the delayed copies of original networks to
increase stability. Like DQN [7], DDPG also uses experience
replay with off-policy updates to achieve high sample effi-
ciency. In DDPG, the value network loss is calculated using
Bellman equation (8). Then, value networks are updated
using the mean-squared error between current and next Q
values. SAC also use the same Bellman equation to update
value networks. The only difference is that SAC adds entropy
with next Q value to stop Q networks from creating high
peaks for some actions.

yi = ri + γQ′ si+1, μ′ si+1 θ
μ′




� �
θQ

′



� �

: ð8Þ
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To update policy, DDPG takes the derivative of expected
return with respect to policy parameters 9. Then, it takes
mean of gradients against minibatch that is sampled from
experience replay to calculate policy loss.

J θð Þ = E Q s, að Þjs=st ,at=μ stð Þ�
h i

: ð9Þ

To encourage policy for exploration, DDPG adds
time-correlated noise [8]. But recent research says that
uncorrelated, mean-zero Gaussian noise 10 also works.
In SAC, exploration is achieved by adding entropy with
policy (13).

μ′ stð Þ = μ st θ
μ
t



� 	
+N : ð10Þ

Instead of replacing target networks after a fixed
number of times, DDPG uses soft target updates in
which target network weights are slowly updated by orig-
inal networks weights. SAC also use soft target updates to
update target networks.

2.3.2. Twin-Delayed DDPG (TD3). In [20], a new algorithm
called Twin-Delayed Deep Deterministic policy gradients
(TD3) was proposed. In TD3, old idea of double Q learning
[18] is used. Twin in TD3 means that we are using two net-
works for critic. TD3 uses clipped Q learning where the min-
imum value of critic is used. This results in the
underestimation of Q values thus better and stable learning
curve. Our idea of reducing overestimation from entropy is
inspired from TD3. SAC also uses the same approach to
reduce overestimation in action values. Like TD3, we have
decided to use two different policies to reduce overestimation
in entropy term.

To encourage exploration, TD3 uses target policy
smoothing. In DDPG during training, high peaks are created
for some actions. These high peaks push policy towards pick-
ing action and stop the policy from exploration. This can be
minimized by adding random noise (ε) 11 which act as a reg-
ularization. Noise is clipped to make sure it lies with in valid
action range.

a′ s′
� �

= clip μθtarg s′
� �

+ clip ε,−c, cð Þ, aLow, aHigh
� �

, ε ~N 0, σð Þ:
ð11Þ

3. Soft Actor Critic (SAC)

Generally, in RL, the goal is to learn a deterministic or sto-
chastic policy to maximize the expected sum of rewards by
using (12).

〠
t

E st ,atð Þ~ρπ r st , atð Þ½ �: ð12Þ

Standard RL algorithms trap in local optima due to reli-
ance on only the reward (overestimation). Therefore, when-
ever a high peak in performance is achieved in some
trajectory, it would be almost impossible to recover from
there. Where as in SAC, the goal is to learn a stochastic policy

that maximizes both the expected sum of rewards and
entropy by using (13).

J πð Þ =〠
t

E st ,atð Þ~ρπ r st , atð Þ + αH π ·∣stð Þð Þ½ �, ð13Þ

where ρπ is the state marginals of the trajectory induced by a
policy πð:jstÞ, α is the temperature, and the rest of the terms
have conventional meanings. α determines the relative
importance of the reward over entropy. This effectively con-
trols the stochasticity of the optimal policy. By setting α = 0,
SAC can be transformed into a standard RL that only maxi-
mizes the sum of rewards. Above-mentioned objective term
(13) has many advantages. For example, it greatly rewards
the policy with the ability of high exploration and rejecting
the unpromising areas of the search space. Furthermore, it
gives equal opportunity of selection to nearly equal good
actions. This resolves the problem of overestimation in con-
ventional RL to some extent. SAC can be extended to apply
on infinite horizon problems by introducing a discount fac-
tor γ. This ensures that the sum of the expected rewards
and entropy is finite. Figure 1 shows the graphical represen-
tation of SAC framework. Two versions of SAC are proposed.
They are discussed in detail in the following sections.

State from the environment

St

Hmin (at1, at2)

min (q1, q2)

qmin

atHmin

𝜋𝜙1

Q𝜃1

q1

at1

𝜋𝜙2

at2

Q𝜃2

q2

Figure 2: Proposed dual-policy soft actor critic. State st is passed on
to both policies πθ1

and πθ2
. Entropy H against the actions at1 and

at2 generated by the policies πθ1
and πθ2

are calculated. Finally, the
action against minimum entropy is selected to reduce
overestimation. The rest of the process is same as it was in soft
actor critic [9].
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3.1. Soft Actor Critic V1. SAC was first proposed in [9]. In the
first version, SAC uses fixed α. As discussed earlier, α is used to
vary the importance of reward over entropy and vice versa in the
objective function. First version of SAC comprises of a parame-
terized state value function VψðstÞ, soft Q-function Qθðst , atÞ,
and a tractable policy πϕðat ∣ stÞ. These functions are imple-
mented as networks and use ψ, θ, and ϕ as parameters. A policy
function parameterized with ϕ, a value function parameterized
with ψ, and a Q function parameterized with θ .Q and value
functions are related and help with stable convergence.

Value function is optimized using the objective function
given in (14). It calculates the mean-squared error between
the value network prediction and the prediction of the
expected Q function plus the entropy term from the policy.

JV ψð Þ = Est~D
1
2 Vψ stð Þ − Eat~πϕ

Qθ st , atð Þ − log πϕ at ∣ stð Þ� �� �2
� �

,

ð14Þ

where D is a replay buffer.

Q network is optimized by minimizing the error expres-
sion of (15).

JQ θð Þ = E st ,atð Þ~D
1
2 Qθ st , atð Þ −Q∧ st , atð Þð Þ2

� �
, ð15Þ

where

Q̂ st , atð Þ = r st , atð Þ + γEst+1~p V �ψ st+1ð Þ� �
: ð16Þ

During this optimization, for all the ðstate, actionÞ pairs
in the replay buffer, we want to minimize the squared differ-
ence between the prediction of ourQ function and the imme-
diate (one time-step) reward plus the discounted expected
value of the next state. V �ψ is the target value function which
is updated after updating all the three networks.

Stochastic policy network outputs mean and standard
deviation across all the actions. Actions are then sampled
from the normal distribution which is created by using the
mean and standard deviation generated by the policy. In

1: Set initial policy parameters ϕ1, ϕ2, Q-function parameters θ1, θ2, empty replay buffer D, γ discount reward
2: Set target parameters equal to main parameters θtarg1 ⟵ θ1, θtarg2 ⟵ θ2
3: repeat
4: {Observe state st and select action against minimum entropy}
5: atk ~ πϕk

ð:∣stÞ for k = 1, 2
6: em,m⟵mink=1,2logπϕk

ðatk jstÞ {m is the index of the policy with minimum entropy}

7: Execute atm in the environment

8: Observe next state s′, reward r, and done signal d to indicate whether s′ is terminal
9: Store ðs, atm , r, s′, dÞ in replay buffer D

10: ifs′ is terminal
11: reset environment state
12: end if
13: if it is time to update then
14: forj in range(no. of updates required) do
15: Randomly sample a batch of transitions, B = ðs, a, r, s′, dÞ from D

16: Compute targets for the Q functions:
17: ~a′k ~ πϕk

ð:js′Þ for k = 1, 2
18: e′m,m⟵mink=1,2 logπϕk

ð~a′kjs′Þ {m is the index of the policy with minimum entropy}

19: yðr, s′, dÞ = r + γð1 − dÞðmini=1,2Qθtargi
ðs′, ~a′mÞ − αe′mÞ

20: Update Q-functions by one step of gradient descent using

21: ∇θi
ð1/jBjÞ∑ðs,a,r,s′ ,dÞ∈BðQθi

ðs, aÞ − yðr, s′, dÞÞ2 for i = 1, 2
22: Update policy by one step of gradient ascent using
23: ~ak ~ πϕk

ð:∣sÞ for k = 1, 2
24: em,m⟵mink=1,2logπϕk

ð~ak ∣ sÞ {m is the index of the policy with minimum entropy}

25: ∇ϕm
ð1/∣B ∣ Þ∑s∈Bðmini=1,2Qθi

ðs, ~amÞ − αemÞ,
26: {where ~am is a sample from πϕm

which is differentiable w.r.t. ϕm via the reparametrization trick.}
27: Update target networks with:
28: θtargi ⟵ ρθtargi + ð1 − ρÞθi fori = 1, 2
29: {where ρ is polyak. (Always between 0 and 1, usually close to 1.)}
30: end for
31: end if
32: until convergence

Algorithm 1: Proposed Soft Actor Critic Algorithm.
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[9], reparameterization trick is introduced to ensure that pol-
icy function remains differentiable while applying backpro-
pagation. The new policy is defined as (17).

at = f ϕ εt ; stð Þ, ð17Þ

where ε is a noise vector sampled from a Gaussian distribu-
tion (N ). By using this new objective function, policy net-
work can be optimized by using (18).

Jπ ϕð Þ = Est~D,εt~N log πϕ f ϕ εt ; stð Þ stj
� �

−Qθ st , f ϕ εt ; stð Þ
� �h i

:

ð18Þ

3.2. Soft Actor Critic V2. The second version of SAC are pro-
posed in [10]. Two things are changed in version 2. Value
network is removed, and temperature value is automatically
determined. The policy network is same as it was in version
1. According to [10],

“Simply forcing the entropy to a fixed value is a poor
solution, since the policy should be free to explore more in
regions where the optimal action is uncertain, but remain
more deterministic in states with a clear distinction between
good and bad actions.”

In SAC V2, α is optimized by using the objective func-
tion (19)

Jα = E −α log πt at stj ; αð Þ − α �H
� �

, ð19Þ

where �H is the desired entropy. In our research, we have
found out that scaling down entropy with alpha still
results in the overestimation of action values. It is because
alpha parameter is derived from entropy term.

4. Proposed Methodology

In this section, we will discuss our proposed approach in
detail. As discussed earlier, RL algorithms suffer from overes-
timation and the best way to address it by using two different
neural networks [20]. Our technique of reducing overestima-
tion in entropy is based on SAC and inspired from this tech-
nique. We propose to use two different policies πϕ1

and πϕ2
,

parameterized by ϕ1 and ϕ2. Both the policies are initialized
randomly. As entropy is determined from the policy itself
therefore, the use of different policies enable us to estimate
different entropy values. Figure 2 shows work flow of our
proposed soft actor critic. For example, let us assume state

(a) Ant-v2 image (b) HalfCheetah-v2 image

(c) Hopper-v2 image (d) Walker-v2 image

Figure 3: Four environments used in our experiments.
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st from the environment is fed to our agent. Both the policies
πϕ1

and πϕ2
get the same state and output mean and standard

deviation across all the actions used. Actions a1 and a2 are
sampled from the normal distributions that are constructed
from the means and standard deviations returned by the pol-
icies (20). Then, entropy is calculated against both the poli-
cies. The final action is selected against the minimum
entropy using (21).

ak ~ πϕk
: stjð Þ for k = 1, 2, ð20Þ

min
k=1,2

logπϕk
ak stjð Þ: ð21Þ

Note that in our proposed approach, we are not changing
the objective function which is to maximize entropy along
with expected reward. Entropy is added to encourage explo-
ration so that agent does not get stuck in local optima by cre-
ating high peaks for some actions. By using two policies, we
are encouraging our agent to maximize entropy where the
action distribution is relatively normal. Entropy makes sure
that it does not create high peaks by repeatedly selecting
the same action. We are optimizing the policy against low
entropy which helps agent to learn the optimal action in case
of unsure situations. Optimizing different policies at the same
time enables exploration which was previously dependent on
only the entropy. It also helps agent to capture different ver-
sions of optimal policy and stops it from premature conver-
gence to local optima.

In [9], it is shown that alpha is a sensitive hyperpara-
meter. Wrong alpha can drastically degrade the performance

of our algorithm. Also, reward signal not only varies across
different tasks but also changes within the same task as policy
learns more about the environment. As the agent learns,
entropy also changes with policy. Fixing policy to a static
entropy value is a bad idea because it restricts the agent to
explore the environment. Especially in regions where it is
unclear about the optimal action. Complete algorithm of
SAC with dual policy optimization is described in
Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, lines 1-9 are collecting and storing data
in replay buffer for future learning. In line 6, em represents
the minimum entropy produced by our dual policies.m con-
tains the index of the policy generating em. Lines 13-30 per-
form the update of Q and π networks. In lines 17-18 and
23-24, minimum entropy (em) along with the index of the
policy generating the minimum entropy (m) are recorded.
These are then used to update the Q and π networks.

In pure stochastic environment, both the policies (πϕ1
and πϕ2

) will be updated with equal probability. We believe
that the delayed update of the policies has twofold benefits:
(1) it stops one policy to take over by selecting some range
of actions (overestimation avoidance); 2) results in quality
update to the policy. Therefore, the policies will converge to
optimal quickly.

5. Experimental Setup

We have tested our approach on different simulated environ-
ments created by MuJoCo [17]. MuJoCo is a library for
modeling, simulation and visualization of multijoint

Table 1: Hyperparameters.

Parameter Value

Optimizer Adam ([21])

Max time steps 1 million

Learning rate 3 · 10−4

Discount γð Þ 0.99

Replay buffer size 106

# of hidden layers 2

# of hidden units per layer 256

# of samples per minibatch 256

Entropy target −dim Að Þ (e.g., −8 for Ant-v2)
Nonlinearity ReLU

Target smoothing coefficient τð Þ 0.005

Target update interval 1

Gradient steps critic 1

Reward scaling 1.0

Initial alpha 0.2

Alpha learning rate 3e-4

Evaluation frequency 5e3

Evaluation episodes 10

Exploration time steps
25e3 for Ant-v2 and HalfCheetah

1e3 for Hopper-v2 and Walker2d
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Figure 4: Continued.
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dynamics with contact. Both state and action spaces are con-
tinuous for all the environments. In our experiments, reward
range is not bounded in specific range. Furthermore, we did
not scale reward for any environment.

5.1. Environments Used. Figure 3 shows the environments
that are used in our experiments.

First environment is Ant-v2 (look at Figure 3(a)). In Ant-
v2, the goal is to make a four-legged ant walk as fast as
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(c) Hopper-v2 results
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Figure 4: Results of different setups on the four MuJoCo environments [17]. Training curves of SAC (blue), TD3 (green), and our proposed
dual policy SAC (purple) are shown.
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possible. It has 8 action dimensions and 111 state dimen-
sions. All actions have range of -1 to +1. Environment reward
range is infinite. Max time step to interact with the environ-
ment in one episode is 1000.

Second environment is HalfCheetah-v2 (look at
Figure 3(b)). In HalfCheetah-v2, the goal is to make a two-
legged cheetah walk as fast as possible. It has 6 action dimen-
sions and 17 state dimensions. All actions have range of -1 to
+1. Environment reward range is infinite. Max time step to
interact with the environment in one episode is 1000.

Third environment is Hopper-v2 (look at Figure 3(c)). In
Hopper-v2, the goal is to make a two-dimensional one-
legged robot hop forward as fast as possible. It has 3 action
dimensions and 11 state dimensions. All actions have range
of -1 to +1. Environment reward range is infinite. Max time
step to interact with the environment in one episode is 1000.

Fourth environment is Walker2d-v2 (look at
Figure 3(d)). In Walker2d-v2, the goal is to make a two-
legged bipedal robot walk as fast as possible. It has 6 action
dimensions and 17 state dimensions. All actions have range
of -1 to +1. Environment reward range is infinite. Max time
step to interact with the environment in one episode is 1000.

We have defined the above-mentioned environments
using Markov Decision Processes (MDP). An MDP consist
of tuple ðS,A, p, rÞ, where S is a set of state space, A is a set
of action space, r is a set of rewards, and p is a state transition
probability pðs′, r ∣ s, aÞ also known as one step dynamics.
State transition determines the probability of next state s‘
given current state st ∈ S and action at ∈ A. Reward range
should be finite such that r : S × A⟶ ½rmin, rmax�. We used
ρπðτÞ to represent trajectories τ = ðs0, a0, s1, a1,⋯Þ gathered
by a policy πðatkstÞ. Our focus is on environments with con-
tinuous state and action spaces. The goal of experimentation
is to determine how dual policy SAC help us to achieve better
sample efficiency than previous SAC. We have evaluated our
technique on continuous control tasks from the OpenAI gym
environments (toolkit for developing and comparing rein-
forcement learning algorithms). For our implementation of
dual policy SAC, we have used two feed forward neural net-

works both with 256 neurons. On both actor and critic, we
have used rectified linear units (ReLU) as an activation func-
tion. Critic receives both state and action as an input. Both
networks are optimized using Adam optimizer [21] with a
learning rate of 3e-4. At each time step, both networks are
trained for a minibatch of 264 samples. Samples are obtained
uniformly from a replay buffer. Replay buffer has a length of
1 million samples. Check Table 1 for hyperparameter details.
Table 1 shows the list of hyperparameter that are used for
training of our proposed dual policy soft actor critic. To stop
policy from getting stuck into the local optima, we have used
exploratory policy at the start of learning. After that, interac-
tion with environment was dependent on policy.

6. Results and Discussion

Since RL algorithm shows a lot of variance during learning
therefore, we have calculated the average of the evaluation
roll outs calculated during training. For better comparison,
we have trained five different agents of same algorithm with
random seeds (0, 1, 2, 3, 4). Each agent is trained for one mil-
lion time steps. Each agent is evaluated after 5000 time steps
for 10 episodes, and average of 10 episodes is recorded.

Results of the experiments are shown in Figure 4. The
solid curves show the average value across all the five agents.
Shaded region shows the minimum and maximum values at
the evaluation time step. The results show that dual policy
SAC outperforms existing state of art and achieved high sam-
pling efficiency. Dual policy SAC also outperforms existing
algorithms in terms of learning speed.

As agent’s dynamics change with environment therefore,
it is not always possible for the agent to learn on every envi-
ronment [12, 22]. For this reason, TD3 is not able to train on
HalfCheetah-V2 9. Our proposed dual-policy actor critic
outperforms SAC while TD3 is not able to learn on this envi-
ronment. It can be seen that our proposed dual-policy actor
critic outperforms state or the art methods.

Table 2 shows the maximum reward that is achieved dur-
ing the complete learning cycle and the average maximum
reward that is achieved during evaluation roll-outs. It can
be seen that other than Hopper-v2, our proposed dual-
policy soft actor critic has achieved highest reward in all envi-
ronments. Even in Hopper-v2, the highest reward of SAC is
closed to what is achieved by our proposed algorithm. Last
column shows the standard deviation.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this research, we have studied the difference between the
objectives of SAC objective from the objective of conven-
tional reinforcement learning algorithm. We have shown
how maximum entropy framework works with RL objective
and helps agent to explore environment in a structured
way. We have discovered that maximizing the entropy results
in the overestimation of entropy term. Recent proposed SAC
automatically optimizes alpha using the entropy. This auto-
mation removes the need of manual alpha tuning but does
not stop overestimation. It results in unstable and slow learn-
ing due to agent’s divergence from the optimal path.

Table 2: Max evaluation reward achieved during learning.

Environment Algorithm Max value S.D

Ant-v2

SAC 4536.18 1425.31

TD3 4360.79 2081.05

Ours 5151.27 1600.29

HalfCheetah-v2

SAC 8308.59 4298.95

TD3 -1.65 0

Ours 9158.21 4414.13

Hopper-v2

SAC 2905.15 1388.34

TD3 2622.66 1245.89

Ours 2812.76 1311.20

Walker2d-v2

SAC 3611.99 1670.66

TD3 3513.84 1635.82

Ours 4357.33 2090.74
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In this research, we have proposed a new dual policy opti-
mization technique to reduce the effects of entropy overesti-
mation. Optimizing two policies gives us two additional
benefits. First, it helps agent to further explore the state and
action space. Second, it helps agent to capture different
modes of optimal policy. We have tested our approach on
different continuous control simulated environments created
by MuJoCo [17]. Results show that our approach has
achieved good sample efficiency as compared to state of the
art RL algorithms. Our approach is also easy to implement
and can result in better and faster learning.

In the future, we can train agent to learn from prioritized
samples. Prioritizing sample from experience replay is pro-
posed in [23]. Instead of prioritizing samples based on Td
error, we can prioritize samples based on entropy. To
encourage exploration and stable learning, we can prioritize
samples based on low entropy which can further push agent
towards exploration.

Data Availability

We have used MuJoCo (advanced physics simulation) for
our experiments. For using it, access to the MuJoCo library
is required which is available on request from https://www
.roboti.us/license.html. The details of the setup and the
parameters used by us are given in experimental setup sec-
tion of the paper.
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To comply with the rapid development of big data in mobile services, an increasing number of websites have begun to provide users
with recommendation decisions in various areas, like shopping, tourism, food, and medical treatment. However, there are still some
challenges in the field of medical recommendation systems, such as the lack of personalized medical recommendations and the
problem of data sparseness, which seriously restricts the effectiveness of such recommendations. In this paper, we propose a
personalized medical recommendation method based on a convolutional neural network that integrates revised ratings and
review text, called revised rating and review based on a convolutional neural network (RR&R-CNN). First, the review text is
divided into user and doctor datasets, and BERT vectorized representations are performed on them. Moreover, the original
rating features are revised by adding the sentiment analysis values of the review text. Then, the vectorized review text and the
revised rating features are spliced together and input into the convolutional neural network to extract the deep nonlinear feature
vectors of both users and doctors. Finally, we use a factorization machine for feature interaction. We conduct comparison
experiments based on a Yelp dataset in the “Health & Medical” category. The experimental results confirm the conclusion that
RR&R-CNN has a better effect compared to a traditional method.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the age of information intelligence,
mobile computing and recommendation systems are devel-
oping rapidly. However, in the face of massive amounts of
information, the personalized demands of users are con-
stantly increasing, and thus, the requirements for recom-
mendation results and performance are also increasing.
Traditional recommendations face difficulty in satisfying
users’ needs. Since deep learning can learn deep nonlinear
feature representations, it is of great significance to study
recommendation systems combined with deep learning
[1, 2]. A recommendation system covers all aspects of peo-
ple’s lives. Correspondingly, recommendations for medical
services are gradually developing. However, some prob-
lems cannot be ignored in the field of medical recommen-
dation systems. (1) Currently, most medical software or
platforms only provide an open interactive window for

users to communicate and seek medical treatment online.
Moreover, due to the excessive number of experts and
the complex needs of users, a platform cannot accurately
recommend suitable doctors for users and lacks personali-
zation recommendations [3]. (2) Like those in other fields,
medical recommendation systems may also face the prob-
lem of sparse rating data [4] since the doctors evaluated
by each user only account for a small part of the total
number of doctors. The solution to this problem is to
add review text [5], as it expresses a user’s emotions and
explains his/her rating. However, the accuracy of user
reviews and ratings is interfered with by users’ sentiments.
Sometimes, a user provides a poor evaluation of a doctor
but gives him/her a high rating. For example, we find a
negative description in a 4-star review, which affects the
objectivity and accuracy of the evaluation of this doctor.
Therefore, it is necessary to combine the original rating
with the sentiment analysis value of the review.
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To solve the problem of the inaccuracy of rating and
static coding of review text in a medical recommendation
system, in this paper, the main contributions are shown as
follows.

RR&R-CNN uses the revised rating and review text as
input to the model. We use the revised rating combining
the original rating and the review sentiment analysis to pro-
vide better and more objective recommendations. This is
mainly considering that, sometimes, a user’s ratings and eval-
uations of doctors do not match, and the user’s review text
expresses his/her emotional tendencies. Meanwhile, we use
the pretrained model—BERT [6]—to obtain the vector rep-
resentation of the review text. This model can resolve the
problem of polysemy to help us understand the semantics
and emotions in the review text and improve the accuracy
of our rating prediction. In the input layer of the convolu-
tional neural network model, a user’s review text of doctors
and the revised rating are combined as input features. We
conduct experiments on a Yelp dataset, and the experimental
results show that RR&R-CNN effectively improves the rec-
ommendation effect.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the related works on recommendation sys-
tems based on deep learning, the representation of review
text and sentiment analysis, and their applications in recom-
mendation systems. Section 3 describes the components of
our network model in detail. In Section 4, we introduce the
design of our experiments and the analysis of the experimen-
tal results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Related Work

2.1. Deep Learning-Based Recommender System. A recom-
mendation system can help users deal with information over-
load and provide them with personalized suggestions,
content, and services [7]. Traditional recommendation algo-
rithms cannot learn the deep features of users and items by
using shallow models. In recent years, deep learning has
made rapid progress and development in many fields. It
can not only perform deep nonlinear representations on
massive user and item datasets but also automatically learn
features from multisource heterogeneous data, especially for
unstructured data such as text and pictures to extract feature
information [8]. Thus, deep learning has become a crucial
research hotspot in recommendation systems.

Recommendation systems based on deep learning usually
take user and item-related data such as explicit and implicit
feedback data as input features, and they generate item rec-
ommendations for users from the implicit representation of
users and items obtained through the deep learning model
[8]. A convolutional neural network is a typical model in
deep learning. It is a special feedforward neural network with
convolution and pooling operations that can effectively cap-
ture global and local features and significantly improve effi-
ciency and accuracy [9]. Convolutional neural networks are
widely used in recommendation systems, mainly for learning
feature representations from multisource data such as
images, text, audio, and video. For review text, convolutional
neural networks have been widely used because of their pow-

erful feature extraction ability. Kim et al. [10] used convolu-
tional neural networks to obtain deep hidden vectors from
the text information of commodities and used multilayer
convolution to obtain the correlation between words, which
improved the accuracy of rating prediction in the recommen-
dation system. Zheng et al. [11] proposed a parallel convolu-
tional neural network that processes both user and product
text information. A convolutional neural network extracts
the deep features of users and products. Then, a factorization
machine is introduced as the corresponding rating estimator.

2.2. Representation of Review Text and Its Application in
Recommendation Systems. Review text usually contains
information about a user’s emotional expression and product
features, which is of great reference value for other users in
making decisions [12]. In medical recommendations, user
reviews generally include detailed and personalized evalua-
tions of doctors, such as feelings about the medical environ-
ment and doctors’ abilities and attitudes [13]. In the rating
prediction task, we need to extract the necessary information
from the review text and convert it into a language that can
be recognized by a computer. This task involves the represen-
tation method of review text, which converts the text into a
vector representation. Widely used vector representation
methods include word2vec [14], Glove [15], ELMo [16],
and BERT [6].

The core idea of the word2vec model is to obtain a vector-
ized representation of a word through its context. Although
the structure of this method is easy to understand, it can still
learn high-quality word embeddings. Glove is based on
word2vec considering the use of statistical information in
the corpus. The above two methods of expressing word vec-
tors have achieved certain results, but both of them belong
to static coding; that is, the same word has the same meaning
in different contexts. This may lead to a deviation in the
understanding of semantics [17]. The ELMo model, which
was proposed in early 2018, dynamically generates word vec-
tors according to context. Its network structure adopts a
“two-layer and two-way” long short-term memory (LSTM)
network language model, which effectively alleviates the
problem of polysemy. In October of the same year, the BERT
model was born, which uses dual task pretraining and fine-
tuning training strategies to perform pretraining on a large
number of unlabeled texts. The BERT model has made sub-
stantial progress in 11 NLP tasks [6]. The difference between
BERT and ELMo is that the representation of each word in
the ELMo model is based on the current entire sentence,
while the BERT model considers the full text of the context
when generating word vectors. In [18], a pretrained BERT
model is used to replace the previous word embedding layer,
which can obtain a more accurate semantic understanding
and further improve performance.

2.3. Sentiment Analysis and Its Application in
Recommendation Systems. Emotional factors play a vital role
in a user’s decision-making process. The feedback provided
by users in the face of different types of information reflects
their emotional state at the time, and this change in emo-
tional state can directly affect their thinking [19]. Users’
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emotions are expressed explicitly through product ratings
and implicitly through product reviews. Therefore, a recom-
mendation system can use emotional factors to analyze a
user’s behavior and then judge his/her choice in terms of dif-
ferent items [20]. However, Zhang et al. [21] compared user
ratings with their sentimental tendencies to review text and
found that the former cannot completely replace the latter.
For example, as shown in Table 1, the review text expresses
the negative sentiment that doctors and nurses are both rude
and impatient. A user’s rating of “3 points” is not a true eval-
uation, but an encouraging sense, which directly affects the
accuracy of the doctor’s evaluation. Therefore, it is of great
significance to study the combination of rating and review
sentiment analysis.

At present, quite a few researchers have proposed related
methods. In [22], Abbasi-Moud et al. used semantic cluster-
ing and sentiment analysis to extract user preference infor-
mation from user review text. In [23], Zhao et al. calculated
the sentiment deviation of the user’s review text and inte-
grated it into the matrix decomposition to improve the accu-
racy of the score prediction. Lei et al. [24] proved that users’
social emotions, including users’ emotional similarity, inter-
personal emotional influence, and project reputation, play a
key role in improving rating prediction. In the location rec-
ommendation, Wang et al. [25] proposed a system that could
recommend green space to users. They mainly calculated the
contents of various tweets into the polarity values that could
reflect users’ emotions by using the emotional-relevance dic-
tionary and understood users’ attitudes towards them
through the polarity values. Zhao et al. [26] proposed a
method for mining points of interest that combines geo-
graphic attributes and emotional attributes. The emotional
attributes are mainly based on emotional analysis of text
information. In [27], Zheng et al. proposed a new preference
prediction mechanism from the perspective of users’ subjec-
tive emotions, taking into account the influence of changes in
user emotions over time on user behavior in sequence recom-
mendation. In addition, Zhang et al. [28] proposed a method
of prefiltering opinions using a comprehensive measurement
of a user’s emotional orientation and original rating level.
This method uses word2vec and LSTM to model the senti-
ment analysis of the review text to predict the sentiment ten-
dency rating of each user’s reviews of an item, and then, it
performs a weighted sum with the original rating to correct
the deviation between the original rating and the user’s emo-
tional tendency. The HFT model [29] uses matrix factoriza-
tion to obtain the latent factors of the scoring value.
Moreover, topic distribution was used to mine the latent

topics of review texts. Then, a mapping relationship between
latent factors and latent topics was established to achieve
model fusion.

3. RR&R-CNN: Medical Recommendation
Model Based on a Convolutional Neural
Network’s Integration of Rating and Review
Sentiment Analysis

In this paper, we divide the review text into a user dataset and
a doctor dataset. Then, we use a pretrained BERT model to
obtain vectorized representation of the review text. More-
over, we combine the original rating data of the user and
the doctor with the sentiment analysis value of the review text
to revise the rating. Finally, the vectorized representation of
the review text and the revised rating is combined as the
input data of the convolutional neural network. Therefore,
this method can discover the high-level features of users
and doctors and provide personalized doctor recommenda-
tion services for users.

3.1. Model Structure. RR&R-CNN consists of the following
three parts, and its specific architecture is shown in Figure 1.

(1) Input layer: the review text is divided into a user
review dataset {UserT1, UserT2 ⋯UserTd}and a
doctor review dataset
{DoctorT1, DoctorT2 ⋯DoctorTd}, and we use the
pretrained BERT model to vectorize the review text;
for the rating data, we use the sentiment analysis
value of the review text combined with the original
rating as the revised rating, and we splice it with the
embedding value of the review text

(2) Feature extraction layer: based on the feature extrac-
tion layer of the convolutional neural network, we use
parallel CNN to extract the deep features of users and
doctors. This layer includes the convolutional layer,
pooling layer, and fully connected layer

(3) Rating prediction layer: we interact the extracted fea-
tures of the user and the doctor through the factoriza-
tion machine to obtain the predicted value, and we
use the loss function to calculate the error between
the predicted value and the true value

3.2. Preprocessing of the Input Layer. We perform sentiment
analysis and processing on the review text to obtain the sen-
timent polarity value. We use the TextBlob sentiment analy-
sis tool, which is a tool used to perform natural language
processing tasks. The range of its emotional polarity is
[-1,1], where -1 denotes negative, and 1 denotes positive.
We use a formula to combine the emotional polarity value
obtained from the review text with the original rating [1–5].
The specific combined Equation (1) is as follows [30]:

RSij = ρRij + 1 − ρð ÞSij, ð1Þ

where Rij represents the original rating of doctor j by user ⅈ ,

Table 1: An example of a user’s review text.

Text for 3 stars

I’ve come here very often and in the past it was great and I loved it
but it seems like things have changed a lot. The staff in the front
were very nice but the nurses and doctors were rude and impatient.
The doctor did not listen to what I was saying and had to repeat
myself often. He seemed angry at me the whole time and made me
uncomfortable. If it wasn’t for good past experiences I would’ve
given 2 stars.
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and the value is [1–5]. Sij represents the value of the senti-
ment polarity of the review text calculated by using TextBlob.
RSij represents the final rating after combining the sentiment
analysis value of the review text with the original rating. ρ is a
parameter used to adjust the weight between the original rat-
ing and the sentiment polarity value.

We load the pretrained BERT model into RR&R-CNN as
a part of the model to update the vector representation of the
review text. For user reviews, we convert the user review text
{UserT1, UserT2 ⋯UserTd} (d as the maximum number of
reviews) into a vector {UserO1, UserO2 ⋯UserOd} after
being mapped by BERT. The number of embedding dimen-
sions is 768. For doctor reviews, we use the same method.
An important reason for using BERT is that it can solve the
polysemy problem that cannot be solved by word2vec.

Finally, we use the direct splicing method, that is, splicing
the embedded vector corresponding to a sentence with the
corresponding revised rating. Compared with the original
input dimension, one-dimensional data are added, and the
width of the convolution kernel is increased by a factor of

1. We splice the vectorized review texts with the revised rat-
ings as the input of the convolutional neural network.

3.3. Feature Extraction Layer. The feature extraction layer
mainly uses a convolutional neural network to extract deep
features, including a convolutional layer, pooling layer, and
fully connected layer.

3.3.1. Convolutional Layer. After splicing the sentence vector
obtained by BERT with the revised rating feature, the convo-
lution kernel is used to convolve it. The convolutional layer is
composed of convolution kernels of different sizes. Because
the weights of the convolution kernels are shared, a convolu-
tion kernel can extract only a certain type of feature, so we
need to use different sizes of convolution kernels, which rep-
resent different feature extractors. After calculating a convo-
lution kernel, a column vector is obtained, which represents
the features extracted by the convolution kernel from the
sentence. Each convolution kernel performs a convolution
operation to obtain a feature map. The use of the convolution
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operation and the activation function to obtain the corre-
sponding feature map is expressed as Equation (2):

ci = f w ∗UOi:i+t−1 + bð Þ, ð2Þ

where ci represents the operation result of the convolution
kernel. w is the weight of the convolution kernel. b is the bias
term of the convolution kernel. UOi:i+t−1 represents the vec-
tor matrix. ∗ is the convolution operation. f ðxÞ is the activa-
tion function. In this paper, we use the rule activation
function. The representation of all feature maps C (3)
obtained after the convolution operation is as follows:

C = C1, C2,⋯, Cd−t+1f g: ð3Þ

3.3.2. Pooling Layer. Since we use convolution kernels with
different heights in the convolution layer, the vector dimen-
sions obtained after convolution will be different. The pool-
ing layer follows the convolution layer, which aims to
reduce the number of features, and it decreases the amount
of calculation required by reducing dimensions. In this
paper, we use the max-pooling layer. The principle of the
max-pooling layer is to select the largest value in the feature
map. This maximum value represents the most important
feature that we capture and the final feature that we want to
select. The new feature map discards other unimportant fea-
tures. Equation (4) is as follows:

C =max Cð Þ: ð4Þ

After the pooling operation, we obtain a fixed-size feature
representation.

3.3.3. Fully Connected Layer.We input the results of the pool-
ing layer into the fully connected layer, multiply it by the
weight matrix of the fully connected layer, add a bias, and
adopt a random dropout strategy, that is, randomly deleting
the neurons in the neural network. In each iteration, we only
use part of the neuron training model to obtain the values of
w and b and lose approximately half of the neurons each
time, which is equivalent to training on different neural net-
works. Thus, the dependence of neurons is reduced to solve
the problem of overfitting.

3.4. Prediction Layer. Although the above outputs can be
regarded as the features of users and items, these two outputs
may not be directly compared in different feature spaces.
Therefore, a prediction layer is set at the end of the model
to couple Uu and Ni, and the features of user u and item ⅈ
are spliced into a single vector, z = ðu, iÞ. We introduce the
factorization machine [31] to perform feature interaction,
and the user’s prediction rating for doctors is obtained after
multiple trainings. Given N training samples, Equation (5)
is used for training:

P = w0 + 〠
n

i=1
wizi + 〠

n

i=1
〠
n

j≡i+1
ziz j 〠

k

f=1
vi,f vj,f , ð5Þ

We use the loss function of the tf.nn.L2_loss model to train

the target. This function uses the L2 norm to calculate the
error value of the tensor. Equation (6) is as follows:

Loss prediction, input yð Þ = 1
n
Σ prediction − input yj j2, ð6Þ

where input y represents the true value, and prediction rep-
resents the predicted value.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Data Set and Evaluation Metrics. This
experiment uses a Yelp dataset (https://www.yelp.com/
dataset), which has a total of 66,859 million data points.
We randomly select 1,000,000 pieces of data, and then, we
find, screen, and analyze the “Health &Medical” data accord-
ing to the category from these 1,000,000 pieces of data.
Finally, the dataset used in this experiment is selected from
the medical-related classification dataset, which contains
69,813 reviews made by 57,953 users about 4,658 doctors.
The density of the experimental dataset is 0.026%. In the
experiment, 80% of the dataset is randomly selected as the
training set, 10% is regarded as the validation set, and the
other 10% is treated as the test set. The experiment was
repeated three times to obtain the average value.

The root mean square error (RMSE) is used as the stan-
dard to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, as it eval-
uates model accuracy by calculating the difference between
the predicted rating and true rating, and it is one of the most
commonly used evaluation indicators in recommendation
systems. Generally, the smaller the value of the RMSE is,
the better the recommended effect. Equation (7) is as follows:

RMSE =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
N
〠
N

n=1
r∧n − rnð Þ2

s

: ð7Þ

In the above formula, r̂n represents the nth predicted rating,
rn represents the nth true rating, and N represents the num-
ber of samples.

4.2. Comparison Method. We select two traditional meth-
ods—the latent factor model (LFM) [32] and latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [21]—and three deep learning methods—-
deep cooperative neural networks (DeepCoNN) [11], convo-
lutional matrix factorization (ConvMF) [10], and variants of
DeepCoNN (DeepCoNN+rating). First, we select the LFM
model that only contains rating features but not the review
text information as comparative experiments. The LFM uses
matrix factorization to predict the rating of unknown com-
modities. Second, we select the LDA model that only con-
tains review text information as comparative experiments.
LDA is used to learn the document-topic distribution matrix
from the review text as the potential feature of the item, and
the optimal solution is found through gradient descent for
recommendation. Third, we select the DeepCoNN model, a
deep learning model, for comparative experiments. Deep-
CoNN convolutes the user review text and the commodity
review text to predict the rating. Fourth, we select a deep
learning model, ConvMF, involving ratings and reviews. This
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model combines CNN and probabilistic matrix factoriza-
tion (PMF) to predict rating. Fifth, we add a revised rating
feature to the DeepCoNN to obtain the “DeepCoNN +
rating” algorithm, which combines the original rating with
the sentiment analysis rating of the review, and we use
this algorithm to perform comparative experiments.
Finally, we improve the fifth method by using the pre-
trained BERT model instead of word2vec static encoding
for the review text, which can effectively obtain semantic
information, and it also revises the original rating by per-
forming sentiment analysis on the review text. This
method can effectively improve recommendation perfor-
mance. The difference between RR&R-CNN and Deep-
CoNN is that the former uses BERT to vectorize the
review text, while the latter uses word2vec; moreover, the
former adds the revised rating features that are spliced
with the embedded values of the review text to the input
layer and inputs them into the convolutional network,
whereas the latter only uses review data in the input layer.

4.3. Experimental Environment and Parameter Settings. The
experimental environment configuration of this paper is as
follows. The system version is Ubuntu 18.04, the GPU model
is RTX2080Ti/11GB, and the CUDA version is 10.2. In addi-
tion, the deep learning framework is TensorFlow 1.14. The
specific experimental parameter configuration is as follows.

4.3.1. Embedded Representation. DeepCoNN uses word2vec
pretrained vectors—Google News [33]—to embed the
review text. The word vector is approximately 100 billion
words trained from Google News, containing 3 million
words and phrases, and the dimension of the vector is
300. The continuous word bag structure model is used
for training, and the vectors are not updated during the
training. If there are words in the sentence that are not
in the pretrained dictionary, then, they will be used
instead of random numbers. ConvMF uses the word
embedding word2vec. RR&R-CNN uses the pretrained
BERT model—“BERT-Base, cased_L-12_H-768_A-12.”
This model uses a 12-layer transformer, the parameter of
multihead attention is 12, the total parameter size of the
model is 110MB, the maximum length of the selected
review text is 256, and the embedding dimension of the
word vector is 768. The optimizer uses Adam, and the ini-
tial learning rate is lⅇ − 5.

4.3.2. Parameter Setting of Networks. The RR&R-CNN con-
volution kernel size is t ∗ v, where t represents the number
of words contained in the vertical direction of the convolu-
tion kernel, the values are 3, 4, and 5, and each size has 100
convolution kernels. v is the dimension of the embedding
word vector. To prevent the model from overfitting, we add
a dropout operation, in which the dropout rate is 0.2, to the
network structure of the model. The number of latent factors
for users and doctors in the factorization machine is 64 from
{16, 32, 64, 128}. The L2 regularization parameter in the loss
function is 0.6. The values of the parameters in DeepCoNN
and ConvMF are consistent with those in the original paper.

4.3.3. Traditional Model Parameters. In the comparative
experiment of the LDA model, which only uses the review
text data, theme dimension k is set to 10, superparameter α
is 0.2, and β is 0.1. In the comparative experiment of the
LFM that only uses rating data, the number of hidden factors
is set to 20, the regularization coefficient is 0.01, and the
learning rate is 0.1.

4.4. Experimental Results

4.4.1. Comparison of Experimental Results. The experimental
parameters of RR&R-CNN are as follows: ρ is the weight
between the revised original rating and the sentiment
polarity value. The value range of ρ is {0, 0.1, …0.9, 1},
and 0.8 is the selected value that obtains the lowest RMSE.
The number of convolution kernels is set to 100 from
{100, 200, 300, 400}. The number of iterations is 6. The
value of hyperparameter K in the factorization machine
is set to 32 from {16, 32, 64, 128}. Table 2 shows a com-
parison of the experimental results.

The experimental data in Table 2 are repeated three
times, and the average value is taken. At the same time,
the best results are expressed in italic. The experimental
results show that in the traditional method, the effect of
the LDA model, which only considers the review text, is
worse than that of the LFM, which only uses the rating.
This shows that only considering the review text does
not guarantee that the learned features will be helpful for
rating prediction, which means it cannot be completely
independent of rating features. Moreover, the performance
of deep learning models is better than that of traditional
methods, which demonstrates the powerful advantages of
deep learning. DeepCoNN model considers the review text
of the user and doctor. The ConvMF model uses only the
review text of the doctor but adds the rating information
of the user, and its effect is better than that of DeepCoNN,
which indicates that combination of rating features and
comment text is indeed better than using the comment
text alone. RR&R-CNN based on the deep learning model,
combined with the review text and the revised rating fea-
tures, reduces prediction error by 4.2% compared with
DeepCoNN, which proves that the performance of our
recommendation model is better.

To further prove the effectiveness of each module in
RR&R-CNN, we show the ablation study—DeepCoNN+rat-
ing and DeepCoNN-BERT. In Table 3, DeepCoNN is the
baseline, DeepCoNN+rating adds the revised rating feature
on the basis of the baseline, and DeepCoNN-BERT replaces
word2vec with BERT based on the baseline. The experimen-
tal results show that the effect of adding the revised rating
feature and using BERT to embed the review text simulta-
neously is better than that of using either method alone. It
demonstrates the combination of the two factors is
effectiveness.

4.4.2. The Value of ρ. As shown in Figure 2, we set the value
of ρ from 0 to 1, with a step size of 0.1. When ρ is 0, it
means that only the emotional polarity value of a user’s
review text is considered; when ρ = 1, it means that only
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a user’s original rating is considered. It can be seen from
the data displayed in the figure that when ρ is 0.8, the
RMSE value is the smallest. When ρ is greater than 0,
the corresponding RMSE value decreases to various
degrees. This confirms our hypothesis that the use of a
combination of the original rating and the sentiment anal-
ysis value of the review text, instead of the original rating
data, can effectively alleviate the problem in which users
sometimes have a low evaluation of doctors but give them
high ratings.

4.4.3. The Number of Convolution Kernels. As shown in
Figure 3, when the value of ρ is 0.8, the number of selected
convolution kernels ranges from 10 to 400. When the num-
ber of convolution kernels is 100, the RMSE value is the low-
est, and when the number of convolution kernels is greater
than 100, the model shows an upward trend; that is, the per-

formance becomes worse, so the number of convolution ker-
nels is set to 100.

4.4.4. The Number of Iterations. As shown in Figure 4, we
perform various experiments with different iterations. When
the epoch is 6, the value of RMSE is the lowest, and both
rmse_train and rmse_valid continuously decrease. When
the number of epochs is greater than 6, rmse_train decreases
continuously, while rmse_valid increases instead of decrease,
indicating that the model only fits rmse_train very well, so
the epoch value is 6.

4.4.5. The Value of FM_k. As shown in Figure 5, the experi-
ment is carried out for different K values {16, 32, 64, 128}.
When the fixed epoch is selected as 6, the k value is 32, and
the RMSE value is the lowest.

Table 2: Comparison of the experiment results from the Yelp
dataset.

Algorithm RMSE

LDA 1.784

LFM 1.689

DeepCoNN 1.653

ConvMF 1.647

DeepCoNN+rating 1.618

RR&R-CNN 1.583

Table 3: The ablation study.

Algorithm RMSE

DeepCoNN 1.653

DeepCoNN-BERT 1.643

DeepCoNN+rating 1.618

RR&R-CNN 1.583
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5. Conclusions

To solve the problem of how to better recommend doctors
according to the personalized demands of users, we propose
RR&R-CNN. (1) In contrast to the traditional distributed
text representation, RR&R-CNN uses the pretrained BERT
model to obtain the vectorized representation of the review
text, which solves the problem of polysemy. (2) Regarding
the rating features, considering the reasons that, sometimes,
a user’s evaluation does not match his/her rating, we use
the revised user and doctor ratings as the final representation.
The revised rating and the representation of the review text
are spliced together as the input of the convolutional neural
network for deep feature extraction. (3) As the model is
divided into a user network and a doctor network, the factor-
ization machine is used to perform the feature interaction
between the two networks, and the loss function is used to
reduce the calculation error in rating prediction.

The experimental results show that the recommendation
effect is improved after adding the revised rating features and
that the BERT vectorization of the review text is better than
word2vec vectorization. However, a disadvantage of the
BERT model is that the time and memory consumed by it
are very large. At present, there are some methods for com-
pressing and reducing the complexity of the BERT model.
In future work, we will verify this. If it indeed reduces the
time and memory consumed by the experiment and
improves the recommendation performance, then, we will
improve it within the existing method. In addition, BERT,
which involves knowledge in the medical field, such as Clin-
icalBERT [34] and BioBERT [35], will also serve as our
follow-up research work.
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This experiment uses the Yelp dataset (https://www.yelp
.com/dataset).
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